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BYE BYE BABY Bay City Rollers
FOX ON THE RUN Sweet

THERE'SAWHOLELOTOFLOVING

,

Magnet
Guys & Dolls
THE FUNKY GIBBON/SICK MAN BLUES
Goodies
Bradleys
FANCY PANTS Kenny
Rak
GIRLS Moments & Whatnauts All Platinum
SWING YOUR DADDY Jim Gilstrap Chelsea
LOVE ME LOVE MY DOG
Magnet
Peter Shelley
Polydor
I CAN DO IT RubettesPLAY ME LIKE YOU PLAY YOUR GUITAR
Cito
Duane Eddy
THE UGLY DUCKLING.Mike Reid
Pye
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM
DJM
Elton John
EMI
LET ME BE THE ONE Shadows
REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE Gloria Gaynor
Chelsea
WHAT AM I GONNA DO WITH YOU
20th Century
Barry White
SKIING IN THE SNOW Wigans Ovation Pye
Epic
Labelle
LADY MARMALADE
MCA
IF Telly Savalas
UA
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A UTTLE LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING
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Bend
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HURT SO GOOD Susan Cadogan
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Stardust out from 50.
This week the charts are up-to-date
and back to normal.
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How Does It Feel by Slade dropped
out of the charts from 24; No. 9 Dream
by Bohn Lennon out from 42; Footsee
by Wigan's Chosen Few out from 44;
and Good Love Can Never Die by Alvin
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charts, especially after last week's
Easter Holiday delay, here's a brief
run down of the records we lost last

1,r
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FOR THOSE of you who like to keep
up-to-date with what's happening in the

EYESADORED YOU
Private Stock
Frankic Valli
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF
Three Degrees
Philadelphia
YOUNG AMERICANS David Bowie
RCA
DREAMER Supertramp
A &M
HAVING A PARTY Osmonds
MGM
SAVE ME Silver Convention
Magnet
HOW GLAD I AN Kiki Dee Band
Rocket
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU
Johnny Mathis
CBS
SING A HAPPY SONG George McCree
Jayboy
MY MAN AND NE Lynsey De Paul
Jet
LOVING YOU Minnie Ripperton
Epic
THE SECRETS THAT YOU KEEP Mud
Rak

I

DJM
EMI
Polydor
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MOODY TWO
REMEMBER
VIVA Espana lady
Sylvia will probably tour
Britain in the Americas. A
rabarettypc package is
being set up at the
moment, though no
definite dates have yet

BLUE JAYS, the
breakaway Moodier
duo, have a double -A
single released next
Friday (IS) while at
the same time plans
go ahead for a major
tour this summer.

Sylvia has just left
Britain, after a week-long

Dreamed Last

Y

been fixed -

,

stay, for Stockholm where
she Ls starring for a
month In her own show
called Sylvia. She will
then leave for two days
television in Germany.
After that her schedule is
being kept fairly informal
so as to facllitlahe any
In+hlat of her growing
popularity in the States
and Australia.
While Sylvia was In
Britain she played two
unannounced dates, one

in Manchester and

I

'

another in South Landon.
She also recorded seaskins for Top Of The Pops
and 45 M promote her
La text
single, Hasta La

Vida.

A second

album is to be

released this year. hopefully at the end of May or
later In September.

Both guts

-

I

Night, and Remember Me My Friend
are pulled from the
Justin Hayward /
John Lodge chart

-

PAUL McCARTNEY arrives back In this country
from America shortly for
Are Alright Tonight-

The album was recorded In New Orleans, but

a

new book to

published by Everest
Books on June 10 about
the band and written by
journalist Michael Wale.
It will retail at 45 pence.
be

Naz back
NAZARETH, WHO have
album on

a single and

current release both

called Hair of The Dog,
undertake their first UK
tour for over a year in
early May.

on

the

(drums); 'Kirk Duncan
(keys); Jim Cockey
(violin); Tim Tompkins
(cello); and Tom Tompkins (viola).
This band debut on this

Friday's Old Grey
Whistle Test (11).

London

New

a brick
IAN ANDERSON was
carried off stage with an
ankle Injury mid
way
through Jethro Tull's
performance In Kell,
-

Germany.

happened

on

the

second night of the band's
European tour, and the

At least five shows have
had to be cancelled,
though It Is hoped they
will be re - scheduled

ships.

first ever Wheelchair
Time Trial Champion.

SINGLE SPAN

April

Hammersmith Odeon on
28, their first since
last Autumn's UK tour.
The gig is part of the

May 19.

on

(

1

5

);

Carlton Theatre (20);
Glasgow Apollo (21),
Edinburgh Usher Hall
(22); Newcastle Qty Ilall
(29); Sheffield City Hall
(24); Manchester Opera
House (25); Croydon

Fairfield Halls (28);

Leicester De Montfort
Hall (29).
There are also plans for
Mclean M record for TV
during his visit.

ALMOST OVER
WELL,

WE'RE

almost

there. The semi-finals of
the RCA -Record Mirror
round Britain soul search

takes place at the
Ilardrock, Manchester,

on April 22.
So far six of the nine

radio areas have -sent In
the names of their band
who will be taking part
They are: Brass Velvet

(Radio Swansea's area);
Snake (Radio Forth);
Eruption (Capital Radlol; Superbad (BRIM):
White Explosion (Metro
Radio) and pictured
below Detroit Seoul Machine (Radio Hallam).
At the time of going to
press we still haven't
heard Uie winners of Use
other three area finals.

Hamburg Football Club's

(17); Birmingham Town
Hall (18).

London Albert Hall (May

t

singer was taken to

in Ills hotel, where he has
set up a complex obstacle
course and Is holding the

Leicester Polytechnic

return
DON MCLEAN will make
his first British appearance for more than 18
months when he begins a
nationwide tour at London's Royal Albert Hall

Bournemouth Winter

(15);
Newcastle Mayfair (18);

Liverpool Empire

McLean signals

Gardens (le); Birming
ham Odeon (17)'; Dublin

later.
Meanwhile Anderson Is
confined to a wheelchair

Victoria Theatre (14):

his bank manager.

Theatre

Sick as

.1

probably ease Rohnle's
worried mind and that of

Other dates include:
Brighton Festival hall
(May 14); Cardiff Capitol

Salisbury City Hall (11):
Hemel Hempstead Pavilion (12);

o;

next session. That'll

Graham Deakin

I

y

RONNIE CHARLES. who
failed to have a hit with
his outrageously orchestrated version of Layla,
can still smile as he gives
Farmer Slnwhand a good

album:

doctor to have his ankle
set In plaster.

STEELEYE SPAN play
an Isolated date at

8); Hastings Pier (9);
Cardiff University (40);

Touring with the band

will be the musicians who

McCaitney and clan have
lately been In Los Angeles
mixing the tracks. Before
they left there was a huge
farewell party aboard
docked liner Queen
Mary.
There are no plans as
yet for a single release.

Postal bookings for the
tour began on Tuesday for

the following dates:

America, and Blue Jays
would definitely play this
country before the end of
the summer.

played

<

when he comes back off
Ms month's holiday he's
promised to lay a few
licks down on Ronnie's

Britain, the Continent and

-

Macca's back alright

THEY once braved

the help of

He added that Intensive
negotiallons were going
on to arrange dates In

OWING TO the sell-out on their recent UK tour, MCC
are to play seven extra dates when they return from
their first -ever European tour In April.
Tire dates, which take in venues not reached on the
original UK tour, are: Oxford New Theatre ( April 27);
Bristol Colston Hall (28); Birmingham Odeon (29);
Guildford Civic Hall (30); Liverpool Empire (May 1);
lancaster University (2); Croydon Fairfield Halls (4).

of his new
album Mars And Venus

ballroom punch-ups for
115 a night, they hitched
across France when their
van broke down; they
almost faded from the
scare after their first hit
reeord.
Who are they? Of
course, none other than
the Bay City Rollers.
And you can thrill to
these and other exploits
by Tam Paton's boys with

discretion."

TEN SEE MORE

the release

Paging
Mr Roller

album. A spokesman said: "After
meeting people in
America and in this
country, these are
the two tracks to be
picked up by both
AM and FM operators. The double -A
leaves programming
up to the station's

boasts
slow sales
firm handshake.
Eric. in fact, appears to
have liked Ronnie's
version so much that

First single; TV and
UK dates soon

SYLVIA
FOR UK
DATES

Slow hand

finals of the William

Younger Tartan Brewery
Student Folk and Rock
talent contest featuring
four bands, all aiming to
win money prizes.

RITA DANCES IN

nrrrl asa!

DANCING

In The Street.
by Martha and the
ndellas, looks eke tieing
nett single from the
much arrlaimed Rita 'Jean
Bodine oho Is coming to

originally

^

ftb

the

Britain al
A

the end of

April for

short promotional bur.

DON'T FAIL USI.ITTI.F. FEAT, oho made
the biggest impart of all the
bands on the recent Warner
Bros. Music Show, mill

undertake

an

extensive

headlining tour of Britain
and Europe beginnleg cold
Septe inner.

"
t

ROCK BOTTOM TOP

¡

n<

_

It OVERT v%YATT has

been
awarded the highest accolade In French music eireles
the Prix de 1,'Acadrmlr
( buries Crosi
tor his
album Such Bottom.

-

-

To continue Our conversation about Joe Cocker...
ate

ü.,

You will remember that we were saying a few weeks back
in this very spáce how tremendous the new Joe Cocker single is.
As you've been hearing this week on theTony Blackburn show,
we aren't the only ones who think so.
Now's the time to stand up and be counted! Say a big yes to
real music and help us get Joe's record into the charts.

JOE COCKER * You Are So Beautiful
r BUG 57

Marketed by

DECCA
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MAC
TOUR

Bachman extra -drive
BACHMA1

Turner

Overdrive have
London concert

to

their forthcoming
British dates.
They will now play

Hammersmith

Odeon on May 3
Instead of the sched-

uled concert in
Birrrdngham.

The band have tintsnod
their new album Four
Wheel Drive and R should
he out in June.
The full dates now read
Glasgow Apollo (May I):
Manchester Free Trade

Hall (2): Hammersmith
Odeon (3 and 4).

Thin May, currency n
America, are to appear as
special guests on the tour

GREEN ON TOUR
Greenslade begin their second nationwide headlln
concert tour next month with Rab Noakes as noppppoon
The full dates are: Oxford New Theatre (Aiay a
London Victoria Palace (4); Albert Hall. Nahingham
(8): Guildford CIvlc Hall (7): Blrmin gham Toga 1
City
PPalace 7LgHall Ú4
rfieldHalls 11); Newark
Croydon Faid
(14); Manchester Free Trade Hall (181: Neweastia qt
Hall (17); Leicester De Monfort Hall (18); gnnat
Colston Hall (10); Liverpool Royal Court (25),

LEAD guitarist Bob
Welch who has left

Busy Thin Lizzy

added an extra

Fleetwood Mac to mecca
trote on production work,
has been replaced by
Amerlean Ilndsey Buck.
-

until September.
After the Bachman tour

tJzzy leave for a number
of dates on the continent
coincide with the release and then undertake their
of an as - yet - unnamed own tour of the UK before
Lazy single.. There will - returning to the States for
also be an album out, but -a summer tour there.

which will probably

(Hall

Inghetn. Girl vocalist

not

Stevie Nicks has

- joined the hand.

alma

DOCTOR

The band, now based In
Los Angeles, deign their
sound Is now a lot more

slmpló, and

they are

hoping to do a British and
European tour later this

ITS THE only way

4..

Musk.

The guitar was stolen
from the roadies' van
parted at the back of
Island studios. Luckily It
was found a couple of
days ago an a nearby

to

MILLION

celebrate your honey.
moon - straight into the
studios at Marble Area
and down to recording.
That's what Ooiblasa's
percussionist Koff Aylvor
did after he married his 18
year
old bride Marla
Carlos Lopez, an Australian of -French and

GESTURE
JOHN WETTON, who
ratestiy joined Oriah
Beep. had hi, Strobe tuner guitar ,tales during
hi, last days with Rosy

DOCTOR HOOK and the
Medicine A how arrive in

the UK on Apr11 27 to
begin a nationwide tour.
'they also have their first

Records, The Milne wire,
released April 25.
Dates for the tour are:
London Dingwalls (April
28); Old Grey Whistle
Test (29); Birmingham
Barbareilas (30); Cleetherpes Winter Gardens

secret affair in Ham.
patead, the beat man
bring Rebob Kwakubar,

1l

garden
Meanwhile Brian Ferry
has been awarded two
golds for sales of Another
Time Another Place,

ex

-

Traffic conga

-

(May 1); Coventry Mr.
Georges (2); Hastings
Pier (3): London New
Victoria (4)

dnummer. By the way the
girl in the picture was a
bridesmaid.

-

VESespo.

MUD / Dun,table
ALTHOUGH there were
hundreds of teenage girls

going through the regulation Mud so'eannscehe,
the band had to admit
after this last date on
their big Spring tour:
next time round It's got to
be different Their act, as
entertaining as ever, has
become too much of a
routine and they're ready
for eonrthing new. More
and isn't It seems as
though Les, with his
ridiculous suit and gaudy
belt and all, is developing
a stage presence which
far outweighs the overall
approach of sell-parody
and slapstick. Truth is,
Mud could slick up a bit
and start hitting a lot

timid indeed. All
Shuffle was probably the
most overlooked and

underrated

O

1

,

MUD: different next time round?
rhythmic punch

more 'people. They are
the only name group to

even approach anything
choreographed and If
they took it all one stage
further they might just
find themselves leading
again. Harmonies and
musicanshlp they have

punch and the fans would
be astounded as well as
bemused.

Pier Ilarvey

PORsHOP

INfTFI

OSIBISA / London

Roundhouse
OS -I -BI -SA. 05-1-bl-sa"
tike those moments al
the old outdoor festivals

-

EDITOR
st F BYROMI

when thousands would
rise chanting to their feet,
the Roundhouse was thick
with atmosphere for this
gig: nol the usual stoned
out "what's happening
man" atmosphere either.
No, if anyone wanted
further proof that,there's
a change going on, they
should have witnessed
this. The Roundhouse.
with all it stands for In the
old hippy culture, was up
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to this
of
reaction
responded
with their very best. R
was an amazing gig.
completely up and very
very honky.
The fact is Osibiaa, with
newer members Paul
Gulley (guitar) and IOk1
Gyan (keys) now played
tn, have swung dramatically back into favour fn
this country. The mood is
up and their music feeds
on that atmosphere. On

unused

\H\ 1.11 II,EME'T

G

.c.' sal

adequately under control- a bit more style and
1

remember the last ttme a
disco audience paid full
undivided attention to a

v ery

xt

-

Sunday A Band Called O
and Gonzales ably supplied the direction
tight

-

-

leaving Oslblsa the spoils to
wipe up, and they did It In
style.
Mixing older numbers
like Kelele and Music For
Gong Gong, with the
excitement of their newer
material, the band proved
that when the mood Is
right, there are few; if
who
ho can compete.

Like the guy

who
introduced the encore
said: "Don't,just listen to
the mude, get up and feel
It. Everybody's got to
have a good time. It's
happening." I "Yeeaah,"
came the roared response.

now seems to have JoinedThe Blue Flames on a

semi permanent basis.
The music itself is just
as varied as It ever was,
ranging from Jazz on the

opener Champagne to
'eavy rock on For
Chrysler's Sake and even
managing a bit of latín style reggae on Ali
Shuffle.
All Shuffle, Incidentally
was Georgic's last single.
Fast and frantic, It was a
superb song that made
'- the less illustrious Johnny
Wakelin's version look

single

to

band. No-one was sloping
off or chattering, It was
more like a full-blown

appear last year:
Georgie Fame Is definitely not over the hill and
if he -can continue making
friends the way he did al
Dingwall' then he should
do very well over these
coming months.
Alan Edwards
SI.IK / Glasgow Apollo
Disco
WHAT HAVE The Faces,
Elton John and Silk In
common?

concert.

The band are made up
of four young guys from

Glasgow, Billy, Midge,
Kenny and Jim playing a
mixture of their own
material and well-known

tracks like Sha La La La
Lee, Breaking Up la Hard
To Do. even Queen's
recent hit Now I'm Here.
They've Joined up with
ex -Roller writers Martin
and (butter, and their
first single The Booglest
Band In Town is bubbling
under ih@ American Top

They've all

sold -out Europe's largest

rock venue, Glasgow's
Apollo Theatre. The
Faces and Elton John you
will have heard of, Silk
perhaps not unless you
lye in Scotland. North of
the border Sllk go down a
storm, they're on a par
with the Rollers, anyone
who can fill the Apollo
must be!
Last week they were
playing at the Apollo
disco which rests on top of
the theatre, no drinks, no
seats just lotsa kids and
fine music. It's difficult to

100.

Whether that single will
take off In England
remains a little In doubt

because the band have
yet to play any dates
south of the border. The

-

general eoncensus

very exciting, Billy
Mclsaac in full dress
whites

-

-

tails and all 10the star in the stylish

sense. Guitarist Midge
Ure handles most of the
lead vocals with help
from bass player Jim

McGinley, notably on
Darling.
Kenny Hislop, the
drummer doesn't gel
much of a look -in on the
limelight stakes, never

_

He has lost none of the
energy and charm that
made him so popular both
within and out of the
rather restricting con.
fines of pop. This point
was well Illustrated at
Dingwalls by the presence of such varied and

mind his drumming
speaks far him.

Although the sound
system was well under
par, a number of amps
blew, the crowd were
very responsive to the
band's mainly mid -sixties
bop. Most of it was bop,
but variety perhaps born
out of indecision over
direction, is the underlying factor to Silk on
stage. From The Yard
birds' For Your Love to
AWB's Pick Up The
Pieces.
Either way, watch opt
for Silk, they're on their
way down.
Marton Thorpe
-

notable characters as
Roger Chapman, George

Melly and Elton Dean, the
ex Soft Machinist who

o1

opinion after this gig was
that their slow ballad
Darling would be a better
single. The only problem
there being the difficulty
breaking a band with a
slow song.
Visually the band are

Peter Harvey

GEORGIE FAME AND
THE BLUE FLAMES /
Dingwalls
GEORGIE FAME is back
on the road again, and
judging by Tuesday's
performance is back on
true form.
Always one of the few
true innovators. Georgie
Fame was In his lime
responsible for breaking
a great many musical
barriers. Originally, a
humble pianist with Billy
Fury's backing band, he
has moved a long way
since those days of weekly
appearances at London's
Flamingo R + B Club.

$UK: undivided attention

I4

single for Capitol

Portugese descent.
The wedding was a

n

w,-

INA

yen.

PARTING

-

12, 197

Tears for
BLOOD

UK

SWEAT

and

Tears are due to tour the
UK in June. part of an
extensive Eurpean leer
starring in May.
A London data is
expected on June 18.

PERRY COMO / Royal
Festival Hail
PERRY COMO, ageing
chartbuster and me of 1st

coolest performers

In

showbiz, faced a sell -mi
audience of all ages lad
Saturday. But It was the
matrons who made tlhe
most noise. They didn't
exactly rush the stage.
but they trundled towards
It, grabbed Perry's hands
th emotlmal handshake.
and at times it seemed he
would need protection
One lady, not a day
younger than 50, actually
swooned!
Perry, backed by e
large, superb orchestra
and eight singers, sang
with a perfection tai
belled his 83 years. His
medleys of past and
recent hits were put aver
with supreme prolesslcnalism and his voice Is
In far better shape than
most of his contempo-

raries

Jack Hutton

RUBETTES: Torquay
The Ru belles, one of the
most popular groups with
the younger section of the

record buying public

managed to attract only
350 from the Torbay area
It was obvious that they
took exception to the poor
attendance and regard
less of the fact that man)
of the fans had saved
hard to buy their tickets,
let it be known that It wse
-a boring night for them

Drummer John Ric
ardsm told the young'
otero

as

they

crowded

round the stage leaving
the hall looking very
empty, to 'sod off' When
they failed to make es
much noise 93 a full
house would at the end of
a number. And as IM
night drew on the group
became more abusive
The Rubettes might tic
able to make the Top Ten
with songs like SufVr
Baby Love, Tonight. Jug*
Box Jive and their latest.
Can Ito ii. which mete
all performed during the
n0
but they
conce
particularlyrt brilliantare mu"
de
liviano. Al rea,t
not appear to be.
Natheyy11111
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Mel Bush in association with Barn Productions presents
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With

Special Guests
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18th BOURNEMOUTH Winter Gardens

20th BIRMINGHAM Odeon
21st CARDIFF Capitol Theatre
22nd BRISTOL Colston Hall
23rd SOUTHAMPTON Gaumont
25th LONDON New Victoria Theatre
26th LONDON New Victoria Theatre
27th WOLVERHAMPTON Civic Hall
29th MANCHESTER Bellvue
30th NEWCASTLE City Hall
MAY

2nd GLASGOW Apollo Theatre
3rd GLASGOW Apollo Theatre
4th EDINBURGH Citadel Theatre
5th LIVERPOOL Empire Theatre
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Also available on Mysicassene
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OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN has to admit it: `Tm getting really
spoilt," she yelled down the transatlantic telephone this week.
7óe poor girl is stuck In some
really luxurious hotel In Miami
where the temperature N SS(
EVERY day and the only
practical rosy to deal with that
sit on the beach all day.
And that's whatshe does!
Llvvle's latest gig Is playing
the Main Room of a very Jassy
hotel where the idle rich who can
still afford a holiday in this winter
resort, pile Into the two nightly

le...

important Middle Amer-

Harvey

-

good old fashioned love
songs.

There's

no

let-up

either. At present the
search for new material
for the next album is hard

-

Livvie's producer

incredible treatment
I'll probably find it hard
to re -adjust when I get

That's what comes from
having two number one
singles in the States, plus
a number one album.
Olivia is a very big star In
America and this current
tour, which takes In two
visits to Vegas, is proving
that she's the new darling
of the Wild West.

- can-

East too, because
done what

Bowie, Bolan and Slade
have been attempting for

years; she's broken

across all boundaries and '

hit them dizzy with just

-

neapolis and

they can
play in any style. Most of
so
that the
up
double
them
organ player also plays
flute, the banjo player
doubles plano, and so on.
They're into quite heavy
music and write their own
material in the Chick
Coma vein. "
She adds that she will
probably bring them to
England but, apart from
a visit to London to cut the
new album, her future
appears to be In the
Oneness

and

States.
AL the moment she's
11

-

Listen to Catherine Howe.
She sounds
as good as she looks.
Meet Catherine Howe.
Catheri ne's j ust given upa successful acti ng career
to write songs.
She includes eight of her compositions on her

firstalbum,"Ham!"
Butasyou'll hear, she's far more than a

/f jc

rirl

;.

;

¢

=f

songwriter She's a beautiful si nger, too.
Listen, fori eista nce, to the way she breathes
new life into Bob Dylan's "To be alone with you'
It's an album that's prompted Alan Freeman
towrite, "Hertolent is so obvious it's only
a natural process of eventual and complete'
acceptance"
nefine

nr ae
_

`

.

`'' ,

'Catherine Howe
exclúsive representation:
Paul Rich, Carlin Music.

r
by Catherine Howe

ROIl

Minesota.

They're called This

-

Livvle's

"You see I'm respected
now because I've had two
big records," she says,
"but the country people
really are fantastic. "
Whatever the category,
"she's first and foremost a
working artist right in the
current mould of "music
comes first". On the road
she likes to travel with the
"It's more fun"
band
and speaks highly of their
musicianship.
"They're really good,"
she says. "They're all
Americans from Min-

help her choose songs.
'There area lot to wade'
through," says Olivia.
'Buf we have some really
nice ones and we're near
the final selection. The
album will probably have
a similar form to the third
one and I feel very much
that I'm moving in the
right direction. Both the
number ones were exactly the sort of songs that
I love"
a comment
which disproves the
theory that she's some
sort of country artist.
The fact Is Olivia was
accepted first of all by the
Country fans and has now
crossed -over to the all -

back."

Ica.

-

and busy. Shadows man
John Farrar and his wife
are on an extended stay In
the States so that John

Americans treat me
really well Honestly I get

-

-

or by plane for the longer
hauls.
Next stop is Laa Vegas
for a one night stand.
She explains; "You
can't stay In Vegas for too
long. It's so dry. Last
time I had terrible trouble

éürSt'ateside

by Peter

'

hopping all over the
country, either by custom
fitted with stereo
bus
and television of course

Livvie zaps

shows

"I wouldn't say I was
playing to an exclusive
type of audience though,"
she muses.
There's a
real family atmosphere
'cause ages range from
ahead eight to 60
that's
because in the States
grandparents take their
grandchildren on holiday. It makes for a great
atmosphere even though
it is a bit strenuous
playing two really full
gigs every night. But it's
fabulous to be here. The

FROM SUNNY FLORIDA

with my throat."
Luckily she's got a
holiday after that gig and

plans to escape CO- ltarbeach house In Callfor.
rda,
"By the way;" she
begins testily, "I read a

ridiculous story in some

publication saying

I

employed armed guards
at my place and had Iota
of Mexicans working for
me. It was so stupid. It's
just a small house. I just
love the weather and can
work on my sun -tan
there..l don't lead a mad
social life, I prefer to stay
at home and Invite people
round for dinner. Any
stories to the contrary are
just rubbish. "
The price of being a star
can be are at, but Olivia
Newton -John Is one to
keep her feet firmly on the

ground.

Although the

volume of work makes It
virtually impossible for
her to return to England
she's playing the big
American State Fairs
throughoutthe summer
Livvle Is not joining the
tax -dodging talent drain.

-

-

"After all,"

she says

with telling conviction,
"you can't lead your life
around the taxman. "
Now that's real style.

i
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Not so Sweet Sensation own up:
"We haven't
split with the
band
we'll
continue to

-

1

1

I

them on
live gigs. "

I

use

i

1

MARCEL KING looks as if he's on the verge
barely keep his eyes open; he's constantly of total collapse. He can
wiping his brow and his

r

Mancunian accent has been thickened. This boy's got
the flu.
Sweet Sensation are down In London staying
in a modest hotel off the
Bayswater Road
a base they always use when away from their native
Manchester. Luckily Marcel Is supported by fellow lead
singer St. Clair
Palmer who talks about the funkier things he's into these days.
"Recently I've been listening to Tower Of Power," he says. "I'd like to
see Sweet Sensation get a lot funkier,
but I don't think we can at the
moment."

-

Marcel takes out another tissue and talks about the next single: "There's one
out quite
but I'm not quite sure
which one It'll be. It'll be
either Boom Boom Boom
or Hide Away From The

by David Hancock

Sun."

Vincent James shouts
something from the other
end of reception.
"What's that he said?"

"He said Boom Boom
Boom is crap," replies
Marcel. "It's a party
record but It's not that
funky, we do it straight.
It's .
it's .
really
bad.
"Hide Away From The

..

.

Sun is not the same as Sad
Sweet Dreamer or Purely

By Coincidence, but ithas
got that sort of feel. In
fact, you know, I don't
think we're in the right
direction," he confides.

"That's right," continues St. Clair. It's the

record company

-

they're directing, they're
trying to create the
sound. At the moment
we're letting it ride along
until we can get to our
own stuff.
"It's not that we don't
want to play the music we
have at the moment. If we
can't write hit records
then we don't mind
someone else doing it If
they come up with
something good.
"But on stage you don't
want to keep doing the
hits, these soft things, you
know.
Yet their writer, Des
Parton, has come up with
two excellent hits for the
g

Sad Sweet Dreamer,
1
here, has climbed
high into the American
charts and now they have
brought out their first
album which is richly
varied and a genuine
No

soon

a

British soul outing.
St. Clair and Marcel

agree the album is where
they're at for the
moment. One of the stand-out tracks Is Mr
Cool, a funky blend
complete with whistles.
That, like five of the other
nine tracks, was written
by Parton.
"We did that because
we wanted to get a more
funky sound on stage.
You can't keep on playing
Sad Sweet Dreamer,"
says St. Clair.
I suppose our stage
act was a little bit dated,"
he adds- "But we're
rehearsing a new one at
the moment.
We'll be
using the slick choreogra-

phy in parts but we're
going to try and act a lot
more rather than do just
straight routines. It's the
sort of numbers we're
doing, actually, like Mr
Coot, which need a new
stage act. "
"Yeah it's going to be
based around the tracks
from the album," Marcel
sniffs.
"Don't worry we can
see where we're going. If
we keep on doing this soft
soul we're going to get
stuck because we'll have
to keep doing it all the
time. If you do anything
for too long you end up
having to keep looking for
that kind of material.
"I don't think we are
manipulated young men,
it's just that the sound we
are into is too funky and
we have to come out with
more commercial stuff.

e

"It takes time before we
can do our own thing- We
want to write our songs
slow and easy," he says
from behind a tissue.
The new album, simply

t

et*

titled Sweet Sensation,
contains one song written
by Marcel and Garry
Shaughnesy the band's
guitarist and Is the only
time they use the four piece stage band on the
LP.
"We haven't split with
the band," explains St.
Clair. "It's like they can
do records on their own
just like Gary Glitter and
The Glitter Band. But
we'll continue to use them
on live gigs.

-

Marcel adds: "The

singles we've made so far
have been done with
session men. We only use
the band when we're
playing live. They did
that one on the LP
Yes
Miss, No Miss which
Garry and I wrote." He
adds: "I think on the next

-

album we'll be writing a

lot more numbers. "
"The decision just to
have the tour singers as
Sweet Sensation happened discreetly,';` St.

Clair clarifies. "The

decision was influenced
by the singers and the
management. We're happy with the new sét up
because that's what we
wanted. "
Things are practically
the same," says Marcel.
"There hasn't been any
really big change, just
photographs and things
like that."

CARL
GRABES

As

Britain's top soul with Rufus,"

group and with a huge
American hit they now
see the States as their
obitlous next market.
"We don't know when
we'll be going there. It
keeps getting put back
and back so 1 couldn't
give you an exact date,

but we're definitely

going, you know. We'll
get on one of those top sort
of soul tours over there.

"Our manager's over
there at the moment.
There has been some talk
of us doing something

"Baby

beTma
That.

Sensation

move.

Marcel

means Sweet
are

on

the

Yes, but you

When

they are
established as a top
international act which
shouldn't be too long
they'll be able to change

-

their sound

-

to the

funkiness they want.
So didn't they think
they were being a bit
dishonest by not going
funky now?
"Yes, but, you know
if you want hit
records .. ," St. Clair
smiles.

know
you want
to make
.

if

hit records.

Hang UpThe Phone"
mit
AMS
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RING 01-247 9856 AND HEAR IT
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SPIUNO IS upon

WT(EN SCOTTISH singer

Just a laugh,

Panellist Mickle Most,

not only praised him with
voles but after the show

signed him to Rak

Records. That was a year
ago, time In which the
deep voiced Scotsman has
been working on a debut
album, while his single
What In The World's
Come Over You wound its
way up the charts.
Funny thing was that
Tam only came second to

Adrian J. Harvey on that
particular edition of New
Fares, not bad though for
a guy who entered for a
bit of a laugh.

Gangster
Don't get the Impresthat Tam was a
newcomer to singing
though, far from It 'ram
first started out In a band
called the Boston Deaslon

lers. decked out in

gangster gear. When
they left their native
Edinburgh for the bright
lights and recording
contracts In London they
wanted to carry on with
their brand of bluesy

gangster music. But
following

a

not

-

too

-

successful trip to Germany the band spilt and Tam
went solo.

He returned to
Edinburgh. and using

that as his base played a
few dates around the
country, becoming quite a

star In his native

Scotland.

About three

years ago he did six
shows for Scottish tele-

New face, old song
vision called -.Me. Tam
White, and so successful
were they that he signed

for a further thirteen
called Plus Tam.
That brought him up to

his appearance on New
Faces, his ironical second
place, and the meeting

with Mickle Most.
"He approached me
straight after the show,"

added Tam. "He said he

liked my recording voice
and my Image, but
reckoned I needed rough-

ening up

a

bit

-

image wise Malls "
So twelve months and a
lot of hard work later the
new roughened Tam
White made It In the
charts.
"It was Mick le's choice

BARRY MANH.OW Isn't just an unknown
face; he's also a pretty unusual guy. This
bellowing Ameriam used to be the arranger
for beefy Bette Mldler and be still produces,
writes and sings on umpteen TV jingles,
Including the ones about fried chicken and
toilet cleaners. They have
made him a household fingers crossed put it out
name In America, but we
a single."
Britons have only just asNo
was swept off
become familiar with this their one
feet more by the
slim Jim since his goose single's
success than
pimple rouser, Mandy, hit Barry himself.
This
the charts.
has turned Idm
Originally Mandy was platter
an overnight senoaan up -tempo song called Into
tion and before he knew
Brandy, written by Scott whether
he was on his ass
English butonce Barry or his feet,
a tour was
got his talented maulers being arranged.
on It he decided the song
"I'd toured in
would have a profounder y'know, but not theat past
the
effect on the public if It helm," he adds. "I'd been
were slowed down.
on stage with Bette
"1 heard the song," (Midler) but this time I
says Barry, hissing like was the leading light, rho 1
an adder over a crackling was ner-vous. Actually
trans -Atlantic telephone,
the tour went very well.
"and decided It would
got myself a pretty big
make a really nice ballad
group, Including three
because the words were trashy girls. . .
so poignant So I threw In
Hey?
some strings, did a few
"Well, y'know, they
chord changes and kinds looked cheap but

and the ksaer-known tear

of
hibernation. Three newlyborn members of
this species have mode their early flights

FILE UNDER POPULAR
Tam White went along to
New Faces fora wiggle It
turned out to be more tan

ow

are slowly awak minx out

leek ,vs

of song," went on Tam.
but, of course, I liked it a
lot, though I did think it
would be difficult to make

hit with a song tars not
ultra commercial."
a

The song Isn't new.
Coincidence has It that

Jack Scott reached
number five with It

exactly

15 years ago last
week. The song will also

along

with

-

-

-

THE inimitable Jimmy Saville OBE
remarked on Top Of The Pops' rehearsal,

masses with his polished

act and boundless charm,

but one thing
particular
treat

In
went down a

"I Included a medley

of

my telly jingles, just as a
kind of throw away thing
and now It has become the
highlight of the act the
audiences love It!"
At the moment there
are no specific plans for

tracks done In the Tam
style.
Despite his new-found
success, Tam's feet are
still firmly on the ground.
He's learnt enough during
his career to keep It that
way. There's no moving
down to London for Tam
this time, he's staying put
in Edinburgh.
"It feels quite nice to be
in the charts amongst the
Bay City Rollers", ex-

"id on bit of class." The
reference wa to one Gilbert Becaud,
something of a superstar In his native
France and now slowly breaking In the
UK.
Hissingle With Love And Understanding
suddenly popped Into the charts recently
with little warning and taking everybody,
Including Gilbert. by
surprise.
The song. which Gilbert
rheanal.

had

-

Barry

to

heart

bras; we'll

titillate

us

with

his songs about household
cleaners and crass- your -

just
have to be content with
seeing this blonde bomber
with the peachy grin on
TOT? clips.
"I want to get to Britain

to go through all the
smoke screens first. But
we got through in the

a

years ago, was released

It's difficult to define
why the single took so
long to break, certainly It
had nothing to do with the
language barrier, the

in this country in July
It was

debut
attempt by him to break
into the UK singles
market, after 23 years of
success on the Continent
Even so, Gilbert would
describe himself more a
composer than a singer.
He has written a string of
now standard songs like
Let It Be Me, What Now
My Love, It Must Be Him,,
Gilbert was making a
a

song is sung in English.

"I

groups and artists over

song which
second place

another single out in

Isn't on his new album Tam listened.
MARTIN THORPE

about four weeks' time, is

No thought was ever
to the idea of

releasing the French
O.

"People don't really

,s3

know me very well in this

country," he explained,
"but there'é enough to fill
the Albert Hall ten times,

schedule.

Gilbert started writing

when he was a penniless
soldier. He sang to the

troops and gradually
became a professional
singer. In the meantime
he

wrote

a

lot of music for

Edith Pia( which helped
their parents."
Now the single has build up his name In
taken off here, Gilbert France and then In other
plans to come back more countries, until he graduoften, though he's got to ated onto acting In [Urns
find space in his hectic as well.

And now his career has
taken on another dimension with the British
success of the single. He
has released material in
this country before, a
couple of albums in tact,
but they didn't do all that
well, and for a time it
looked like the single
would go the same way.
"Yes, it's very cloudy
in Britain," went on
Gilbert "and you've got

version In this country
because they felt It was
important for the words to
be understood.

The song was chosen as

the debut UK single
release because it was his
latest hit on the Continent
and as Gilbert went on to
explain:
"It was a hit around the
world so why not here,
and also. as It was a new
song. I wasn't yet bored
by It You can get bored
by songs. I'm asked to
sing so many of my hits
time and again."
When he Isn't working,
which is very rare.
Gilbert lives in Paris. He
is divorced from his wife
"I'm available, but not

-

"It's

happened.

-

admitted:
"I'd rather

be here on
Top Of The Pops than on a

show with lots of tired
people, it's much more

There's

there simply because the
pressures of performing
are so enormous. Instead
of me yelling from the
wings at someone singing
outta key. I'm being
yelled out now.
"Being In the bark ground for all those years
has helped me with my
singing career though. 1
feel as though I can cope

with It because I've

experienced being on both
sides of the fence. I've
been disciplined because
of my knowledge of the

business and con-

'

sequently I don't find it
too much of a strain. In
fact I'm havin' a lotto fun
right now,
Does this mean that
you're abandoning your
career as an arranger
and producer In favour of
singing?
Well, no, -not really.
I'm working with wonderful people right now and
as I say, I'm having a lot
of fun. As for giving up
what I used to do
completely, that's another thing. I get a kick out
of performing and singing, and I also get a kick
out of arranging and

producing, so I don't
really intend giving up

either.

"Right now I'm enjoying my second, or Is It
third career as an artist
I like getting outon that
stage and communicating
to my audience; but It

-

He's made about

films altogether, four
hé

couldn't remember the
number exactly, and his
latest, called And Now
My Love, is due out In this
country very soon. His

roles though aren't

necessarily musicai.

But he hopes to be back
In front of the cameras
soon to film an English
TV special which will be

accompanied by an

English album and a

series of concerts around
the country.
You need courage to
come over here," joked
Gilbert, "but It's the start
of a flood of Common

Market artists. Concorde..
the tunnel and now
Becaud."
MARTIN THORPE

different

emotional difference

bills!"

for marriage" he added
and has two children.
They tend to pull his leg a
bit now that dad is a pop
star, but as Gilbert

a whole

- really," he says.
"But I'm glad It
an

-

to

given

week to
record TOTP and admitted that he felt a bit out of
place among the Rollers
and company.

the limelight.

bag

love to come to
and I'm sure

Barry says he didn't
intend to be a singer, It
just happened. Hie forte
for arranging and producing other artists kept
him in the background, so
it must be strange to be In

Not surprisingly the

it.

Tam's next step, after
the album is released and

I'm so busy doing things
over here Ito Just work,
work, work. But I'm not
complaining, it helps pay
the

says."

the years who halve had to
come to London to make

once I get myself together
I will. Right now though,

so lively. But
sing in nervous aboutI'm very
It
English," Gilbert ex- because I don'tdoing
feel at
plained, "though you home in front of the
can't convey the same cameras, even though I
sort of feelings and have made the films. "
meanings so well in
another language. It's
Films
easier in your own. "

country last

I have since I started
coming here.
"I've never been as
popular in this country as
inGermany or Japan, but
Tm coming I'm on my
way. And the kids are
coming to see whattt's all
about after listening to

don't find it

difficult

fleeting visit to this

as

been hundreds of Scottish

-

Concorde, the tunnel,
and now Becaud

continental hit with two
1971.

even though he concedes
the point that there have

I know they can't
live
make up their minds just
by seeing clips of me on
their TV screens. t visited
Britain once before, but
that was ages ago with
Bette, and then I didn't
get to see much of the
country.

AS

wrote and

married with two kids
why should' leave?"
Tam remains adamant,

so se people can see me

"I'd

So we should be hears,

lot more from Ills Nos,
Faces' discovery. tee a
break, or a giggle, Tam
White will never regret
"New Faces can help
lot of people", added
Tam, "It can only do them
good. But they should
listen to what the panel
a

City in Europe. I'm
so

plained Tam. "But
there's no sense In

Britain,

getting a band together,

"I'm still going
in Edinburgh,
think is the most beautiful

a

number of other old

Manilow aiming high
they're great backup
stagers."
By all accounts Barry
really charmed the

to make some lie
appearances, probate

building yourself up, I've
learnt to keep calm.

be on Tam's album, which
he Is working on at the

moment,

before the main summer nsgratlan, and no
tears are already beginning in flow. Rory,
courtesy of Tam White, Barry Manilow sag
Oohed Recand is in thumb. Watch out bet's,.

rI,

'

won

on the

Tam

Our

doesn't necessarily mom
I'll stay in that spec p
field of entertainment"
And are your fans
basically, middle-aged
folk?
"Oh not at all," he
laughs. "It's amazing

really because I ran play
at a theatre which Is
basically all teeuagen
and high-school girls, and
then the next ludieses

might be mostly made op
of middle-aged house-

wives and older people.
get a cross-section of
people coming to toy
shops, so I guess I'm
lucky in my appeal to s lot
et different types. "
Could it be due to the

fact that you're

the

romantic guy that every
forty
year - old lady
would like to mother, and
every teenage girl could
look on as

a

fa Cher figure?

Flashy
Barry chuckles: "I

guess

I
appeal lo all
tastes. Maybe became
my act Is a very visual
one and people like to he

entertained. I get dressed
up in rather flashy stuff
but at the same time It's
kinds romantic too - 1
don't go around hoofing

on stage.

The only real

flash thing about ma

Is

my clothes."
By now the telephone
line is getting worse.
Continuous bleeping and
hissing Is ruining our
conversation. So finally/

Barry It he has s
single out at the moment
"Yeah, we've relesad
It In the Slakes no It'll
probably be released Is
auk

Britian. It's an absolute
turn around on Mandy It's not a croon thing.'
Well,
suppose If we
want to spoon, It's trek to
Bing!
.IAN ILLS
1

J

well

sollok
Sew .o.
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Soul - the real action
scene in music now,
exploding with vitality!
Soul - heard at its best
on three of the hottest
albums around.
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AL GREEN
Greatest Hits
SHU 8481
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of The Sphinx
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9u
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HAMILTON BOHANNON

South
African Man
MI5
3013

KBRC 3013
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F.. L. P, C. S. Y. N. and
M. P.O. are by now common
hotswhnid names
or are
they?
I am sure that most of you
are familiar with these well

RECeR)6A/RROtáx~

...

This Is an exclusive invite- you can't
and Record
buy tickets anywhere
Mirror has secured 100 pairs for Its
readers.

-

known fibres-lotions of sorb
names an Crosby Stills

Young and Nash

and

Emerson Lake and Palme but M. P. D, 1 bet you'rei
wondering who they me?
IL like me, you tmagined
M. P.O. to be another super

cool

Is
.411 you have to do to win your pair,
enter the competition below. The first
100 correct entries opened will receive

-

heavy group you

ENTRY FORM
Which member of Marty, Paul and
with the New Seekers'...
was
not
Danny
1,

couldn't have been much
further from the truth. ,
Marty Paul at.] Danny are '
_
comprised of ex Seeker's
Marty KristL.b and Paul
Layton and one t'mr . ,embe.
Thin tog. Danny
of Wishful
Since the demise of the
New Seekers last spring
little has been heard of
Marty or Paul However
with a new single, Coming
Alive Again, just released
and an album scheduled
to appear in the not too
distant future, things are
definitely moving again.
The band seem pleased the Seekers didn't
with the new stogie and We're a lot freer In have.
far
rightly so because It's a as we haven't sogotpleasing song that should anybody telling us we've
put them right tack in the got to do this or we got to
charts.
do that. If it's right to
As Marty so rightly generalise, you could
points out: "It's not too probably say that the act
far from what the New Is basically more funky.
Seekers were doing," There are no girls on
although he won't deny stage so we're not scared
that It's not altogether of knocking them off."
representative of what
Talking about stage
they are doing now.
acts there is to be
"Of the stuff we're special performance ona
doing at the moment it's the stage of the Royalty
on the lighter end," he Theatre on the 24th April.
said.
Although strictly speakIt sounds suspiciously ing this won't be the first
as though they're up to time they have played
something. Have they together, It will be the
gone 'eavy?
first Ume they have been
"We don't even con- put on show to the public
template the term 'going and press ankh.
heavy' although on stage
Their first gig was a
It has got an element of closed shop affair and
rock content to it which was only open to

one pair of tickets for the
MPDconcertat7
the Royalty, Kingsway,London,
pm onApri124.

IS

f

When was the new single released.

3,

When did the New Seekers disband"

Name

................

W

and stickers.

0

MPD-néw supergroup3
members of their fan
club.
Marty admits: "We
would have liked to have
had the press and

to be only single

a

possibility that M.P.D.
will at some stage In the
future follow a similar

everyone along. We were
bit nervous because It
was our first gig and we
were putting in a lot of
new materiaL"
Although no release

date has, been set,
M. P. D. are definitely

bringing out a new album
soon.

Danny

who

in-

cldently. Is tithe. only

member not to have

played with the Seekers,
expanded on the recording situation: "We're in
the process of laying it
down. We've done about

threequarters

so

far.

There are already half a
dozen completed tracks."
Nowadays many groups
who were once considered

a3

material

have turned their eyes to
the album market, and In
many cases the results
have been surprisingly
encouraging, is there a

course?

Marty

very enthusiastic on this subject: "d
am not knocking singles
bu t at the same time if we
could make the transformation successfully and
still carry on having hit
singles it would be tine. I
reckon the days of groups
just recording albums are
over:'
The type of thing they
are laying down for the
Is

album Is similar in
content to the sort of
'record that the New
Seekers were so fond of.

Obviously there have
been some changes

although, as Paul points
out "It's still going to be
melodic. The stuff that
we're composing is
melodic, basically simple
and easy to relate to."
There are no half - baked
deep philosophies and
deep meanings within the

Glasgow

McGinn (the big one with
the moustache),
moustache),
Smith (the big one with

the hair), and Iain
Stewart(the only one with
razor).

22, plays
keyboards and fiddle, and
does most of the harmony
arranging. Doogie, 20,
plays lead guitar and is
variously employed as a
dustman, a sweetie taster
and a university lecturer
in advanced nonsense.
Iain Is 25 and plays the
drums, the fool, the
saucepans, dustbin lids

Off stage they are a
likeable bunch of nuts,
but when they perform
the music la for real.

They

take It very

seriously.
They have no manager,
and although all have an
equal voice in matters of
material, musical direction, writing and in-

strumental arrange-

ments, John handles most

of the bookings and
similar chores.
The band have all
emerged from the dinner
dance

circuit

R

torris (Shies)

-

so

club

-

cabaret

their versatility

is taken for granted, and
once you have heard them

play, their musicianship
is Instantly obvious.
Their material ranges
from Focus and Santana
to the Doobles.
But
while we try to capture
the flavour of the original
we always try to give the
something of our
own as well," says Davie.
"Carbon copies are just
not on. "
Recently the boys have
been steering a course
song

by Pyc

Ltd

f igu res.

ALAN EDWARDS.

I

-

11.-t
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a
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e

t
I

garet Union with the
Edgar Broughton Hand
recently, the bold Edgar
was booed off stage as the

cry went up: "Bring back
Ryan Express."

striking distance.

Uulribulul

1

ys

and anything else within

or.

Interjects Danny.
Judging by the tracks
heard M. P.D. probably
WILL receive the musical
respect they seek and in
so doing should clock up
some impressive sales

All 'aboard
Ryan Express
,,,

talking. Davie,

Arselable

message, which is some.
thing I Can Teach The
World TO Sing had. Like
buy the world a coke"

... Glasgow ... Glasgow

the beard), Davie

`

Beeb. The band

are fairly confident that it
will fare reasmably well
and as Marty says "It's
very harmony conscious
It also has a positive

easily chanelled product.
We approach each thing
differently and consequently we get a hell of
a lot of variety."
The band have no
positive plans for the
future until they see how
the single does. That
should not prove too big a
problem If It gets airplay

John is 28, plays bass,
does much of the lead
singing and most of the

w

on the

songs. They are varied
and not really very easy
to categorise.
"There are a couple of
corny songs, a couple of
love songs and a couple of
country songs. What we
are not doing is not
turning ourselves into an

SCOTLAND HAS long been récogniaed as a prolific breeding ground for musical
talent, and never more so than today.
The Average White Band, Alex Harvey, Nazareth, Maggie Bell, Frankie Miller,
Blue, and, moro recently, Pilot, are just a few of the examples whirl. spring to mind.
So who's going to be next to augment this illustrious roll -call of tartan talent?
Unfortunately my crystal ball is being programmed for pools forecasting at the
moment, but there is a distinct buzz of interest around Glasgow and Central Scotland
for a band called Ryan Express.
Obviously local interest, however strong, can never be taken as a guaranteed
stepping stone to national
acclaim but at
a
pointer, and It Is pointing
very firmly at tlehese
these four
lads.
Ryan Express are John
Hannon
big

a

etc

,

hat's more, there Is a bonus prize for
bumper bundle
the first 25 winners:
containing two MI'D skirts, p er badges

RE

-

fil,(11/

2.

Continuing our
series on up -and coming -groups
towards a slightly more

laid-back sound but

without losing the essential funky approach,
"And were now gaining the confidence to try
out our own material
more often," says John.
Ryan Express are a
hard-working band and a
measure of their popularity Is that, apart from
pulling In the kids at pubs

and

discos all over
Central Scotland, they
are also playing colleges
and universities and
being re -booked
diately.

imme-

And they are beginning
to be picked up as support
act for big names like
Hudson -Ford and Thin

Liazy.
In fact,

when

they

appeared at Glasgow
University's Queen Mar-

Not only the audiences
are lining up to applaudJohn Walker, late of the
Brothers, had them on the
same bill not long ago and
was completely knocked
out by what he heard.
The boys put a lot of
time and effort into their

music, practlatng, knocking about Ideas, doing
arrangements and writing material. But one
helpful factor Is that they
are all great pals, with no

sign of personality

clashes or outbursts of
"artistic" temperament.
Only their wives are
sometimes slightly less
than delirious about the
amount of time devoted to
the music. They have all
been through the scene
where they arrive home
late from a gig and the
wife gets the children out
of bed saying: Kids, rd
like to introduce you to

your father . . ."
But they have the
talent, and given the right
combination of luck and
Circumstances

the

severance could

Per'
Pay

dividends.
SCOTT HOB2jfMON

--.-....vn,14r711.
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"My first solo album was coming along fine.
Then Mick)aggershowed up.

.

"There I was, down at Electric Lady Studios, New York
City, recording my first solo album, "The
Great Fatsby."

Everything was going fine: I'd lined up a few of my own
songs and others by The Rolling Stones, Tim Hardin, Andy
Fraser, Paul Kelly and Paul Rodgers.
But should have known better. If you're an
ex -member of Mountain and West, Bruce and Laing
everybody- wants to play with you.
First of all, Corky Laing rolled up to play drums.
Then Gary Wright came along to play piano.
' And to crown it all, Mick Jagger dropped in
to
play guitar.
So "The Great FatsbY'hasn't turned out
quite as expected.
In fact, think it's the best thing
I've ever done'
I
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Leslie West
"The Great Fatsby."
-
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T'S NOT every day
mu get to breakfast
A'ith .Al Green
avert If, as In this
`ass, he's five hours
lnd

a

few thousand

rdlee away.
It was noon in Al's

vew Jersey hotel
when I spoke to him
ast week, but he'd
been on stage the
-tight before and
followed up a sucessful concert with

night of hard
party-ing, so it
wasn't surprising
a

that he'd just got up.

"HI Al, what's happen

mg baby?" went my mid.

Atlantic opening gambit.
It failed miserably:

"I'm ordering oat.

neat." came the somechat groggy reply, "what
we you doing?" That
-Mumed me neatly to the
;farting gate, but I came
sack with a vengeance:
"Your. London press
,ffice tells me you're
'bout to start on your
second movie . .
I
added.
No,

Okay,

it's actually my
I

won't get foiled

'gain. Eventually

I

.stablished that the film
n question Is called Mimi,
t contemporary opera
3ased on La Boheme
which has been on the

'ards for almost six
nonths now. Al explained
hat the film Is being shot
m location in New

arleans and that there
have been more than a

few delays:
"First they had Mardi
Gras. And after Mardi
Gras the streets were so

dent, "both phystea,
and spiritually."
There was a r¢rna,
that they'd used oriel
for the grafts on his h.,a
but Al explained that
although the grafts Mere

Breakfast at Green'

full of paper cupe and
trash that they had to
clean the streets. Then
there were delays with

anal
between a
woman but for the love wee
In
should all be sharing
order to make this world a
tn.'
to
live
better place

by

insurance company.
"It's taken so long
getting started." he
added, "that I've almost
forgotten I'm doing It
myself."
But aren't you also
doing the Sam Cooke
biography?
"Yes. As a matter of
fact I'm just reading the
script at the moment.
They sent It to me before,
but I wasn't happy with it
Me

Moving onto more

Giovanni
Dadomo

Al
mundane things,
Informed me that he's just

finished cutting a new
studio album and that
he's also just picked up
platinum records for the

Together
Let's Stay single
and
album and

Al

Green Explores Your
Mind album and the

single Sha La La.
Having heard a great

so they re -wrote It and

sent It back again."
Whilst we're on the
subject of movies, Al
informed me that, he has
no acting experience to
speak of, and he hasn't
had any special coaching
to prepare him for Mimi
"And it wasn't because
I didn't want any
they
didn't want me to; Use
director of the Ulm says
I'm alright as I am."
Moving on to Al's
current stage show,
transatanUc reports indicated that his music
was getting more and
more religious, returning

"It's

deal about his acute
business involvement in
the past, I wondered how
Al was able to reconcile

no longer

his rethat withspirituality.

enough to sing
about love and
girls. What
we're doing is
singing about
elevation and

P

-

IÍ

discovered

He doesn't have to:

"I've relaxed a bit," he
began, "I used to be a real
mad dog about business
going Into the office
every day and keeping an
eye on everything.
"But I had to lay off
because It was taking up
to much of my writing
time and too much of my

-

"We sing religious

living Ume.
"Also my doctor told me
I had to relax after I got
out of hospital and luckily
I realised in time that the
only thing that matters Is

about physical love

He is completely recovered from the widelyreported hot grite acci-

perception."

to the gospel roots of Al's

singing career.

for both the

golds

He

"It's

confirmed this happily,
with a typically dramatic
turn of phrase:
"That is very correct . . that is very
good . .
that is very
sane," he began. "It
changes the music to a
point of excitement, a
point of explosion.

no longer enough
to sing about love and

girls,"

he Continued.
"What we're doing is
singing about elevation
and perception."
But how do people react
to this, if you'll pardon the

.

.

expression, spoon-fed
holiness?

"Well, I thought people
wouldn't like the idea so
much but I've since found
that they do."
But is this tied up with
any established religion
or relgious leather??
"No," said Al, "It's not
a tie-in with a teacher or
anything like that
it's

-

just my own conception of
what life Is all about.
songs but they're songs
like Let's Stay Together,
Sha La La Makes Me
Happy, and the point of
those songs Is love and
happiness. It's not just

your writing and singing.
If you lose that you get
old-fashioned very quick -

his own skin, they had
been wrapped In a
specially prepared pig.
skin to help them bead
more quickly.
"And you know after
wards all I could say was
Oink!" he laughed.
He was serious eredd
when I asked If therewae
any ambitions he eedr'i
yet achieved.

liMywbite
"I still have ambitions
to get into different
crowds to get accepted

-

in different places,

began. "I'm working ne-

on what you could

!

,11-

r,

started to ruse over
r

tour?

"You know,

I

a hall big enough. As soon
as they do I'll be right

across.
There was

a clatter on
Al's end of the line and he

suddenly announced
brightly: "Hey, my
oatmeal just arrived!"

So not wishing to stand
between Al Green and his
breakfast any longer, I
thanked him and allowed
him to put down his
receiver and pick up his

spoon.

'í
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really

want to play In Fonda"
but they can't seem to find

Straight from the U.S.Top 10!
4

into

the white record market
In Use last two years. So
how about an English

Tony Orlando
&Dawn
J

tr r

Illywhite America, One
audiences now are getting
to be absmt60/40 white "
Which is really earns.
what surprising considering Al's record sales but Al reckons he's only

o
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Capital
set the

/

pace
KI:RRI
gramme

011 Capital ball 1n
gust few weks
established ItnPl1 wee an
'earluslve linteming peat
new releases,
ones being Ray' recent
Ctty
Rollers and RnlreWs.
Keeping the tradition
going m Saturda y ( IP ) ,
T1ne Gutter Ita nd will
be
11 ve
In th e studio
AI
to
anamer questions telephoned In by listenem but
for (hone who do not have

the

M ay

S

.

STAR7INO 1013
H
weer a
complete rundown of coos
merrlat Das station 6
slatlon As Capp. was the
first then we start with
them In the months to come
we wilt cover the othis:::
her ILR

stations. By the time we've
Bnished (barring sackings
e lH you w 111 base a complete
list of every D.J. on every

week, Sunday evening Is
the night for the
American top 30 which
will enable you fo hear
every one of the records In
the chart Instead of th
that Capital's Tim Rime:
minks you should hear.

(Gary

.8

1

A commercial
DJ each week

my adlce. in
addition to the programme details of last

e t PO Ro x aso, (appal
RaAI o, London, NWI.

For Apet

-mot.

Club, where Kenny and
Cash will do a paradluted
pump.
Further to my mention
on AFN programmes last
week a helpful gent told
me a they have part of
the Crystal Palace tree
for the next Itve
genre so Bette

written qurstonls
Plxrtcards reach
ear K
Kerr

tier
a ror
antler)
Steeds et).
Sta

station

rdu
(Alvin
For the younger ones.
K erry's Semds.y morning
stint hope«
Include s
regal tar Walt in
Disney spot.
Meanwhile, the regular
From Broadcasting
Womble teasers eontln- House, home
of Radio I
Of,
toe news a John Peel's

The Wizard

L

from 'OZ i
Anyone hearing
early
London Link programmes
the
on
afternoon may
have been forgiven for
thinking that the two hours
from 1-f were'test bed' time
for newly found talent, to his
own words: "My llrst

quickies
ROGER Scott clocked up

\.

programmes were shaky, I
admit IL ball the idea for the

the highest score In
Capital's Pin Ball Cbm-

petition (178,000) until one
listener walked In and
racked up over 200,000.
No one need despair the
competition doesn't end

programme was strong, one
Thal l believed In and my on
air confidence grew because
of IL " Keith Ash ton the man
who now links London with
the world was in typical

-

-

Australian manner

until this weekend

(12/13).
The result of Capital's
charity auction sees one
1

i

The Rollers on a recent visit to Kerry
Go Round

will acne

phones, Re

i

t.-_

GO

Kerry .tubye ROUND,
weekend
morning rltlldren'. pro-

,

13

breaks

for

vtded
John Peel (14) Dr.
Fee lgood and John

Interesting feature at, of
aL places, Ipswich .Aare

Featuring
Toots &
The Maytals
John Holt
Ken Boothe
AI Brown
Tito Simon
Byron Lee
Nick Thomas
and many

(takin g a n appied K

call).
education shared
between there and New
Zealand. Keith was with 2SSI
Sydney at 20 years of age
and luring moves aralnd
over the years also worked
on Kadeo tsuarawL It au
added up to15 years of radio
WIN

Martyr.

Radio Caroline -

bee

bluntly honest Born in South
Shields, Teesside, his par
cots e migrated [o AusualL a

music pro-

\

The Official Story

an

experience which Included a
solo nonstop marathon ollO

hours. Instigating

a

flying

saucer hoax and getting
himself shot at by

unman
holding some people hostage
Ina house ("I don't think It
was because he disliked nip
programme." added KeiW.

Radio

a

more

i
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FULL
COLOUR
SLEEVE

Tiyrlf,

ar

w^e'.

Narrated by Tone Allan

DOUBLE

LP OR CASSETTE OFFER

So' with
what makes

Now. tot the feet whet here S tom and tactual
l 5,
,urn
Smote at Redio Cantle.< Thie I. the official non
.nd,na 011ohore Pad,° 5ttten Apc'o.ed ate R.dl o
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and present. r ac ell the
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a
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e e
to
of
How the
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Frorn in inception len.
hcountrod. How a suntan
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zones pl .nesian recorded m,ennewn leg Ion. LP
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Top R.d Carotene desuy Tony A
Octet
includes
presented M document.ry

franc.
Casino.

eroorammw. Co,ullne Cash
Now Atoo, .iobnnlo
end

Mn

.

Muldoon.

bat.

d

udy

Seethe.,
Ronan

A

who had.recelved thousands
of applications Just to employ
over a hundred people?
"Well I'd gone as far as I
could ga so a challenge was
In order, commercial radio

was in Britain. Capital as the

bigtentially
air sol
was
bestgest
thepo

onand

teethe

ilia.. Ell

eddy...

For Yeut
13 99

for

explained

position and London Link
was born."
Within a few weeks
London's link has been
a

en

stretched every conceivable
way, not only has the list of
.°entries grown to Asia

cep of Mu iwowe Mena LP end Four money,ode
in. Double Lp

G the lo, the Double C...note.

Middle

Noe la, nonage and pee...
IS
%menthe,
THE OFFICIAL 51001 OF RADIO CAROLINE
AVAILABLE ONLY oN THE JUMBO RECORDS LABEL
AVAl14RLE Br MAIL OR FROM OUR APPROVED AGENTS

rate.

"I

\l;

-

-

Canada and

now four and revenue from
ads Is at the same growth

t

trunk It's

proved one

least," said Keith
thing
"Saturday afternoon need
n ot be'dead' bine on British

9

Kccasd. & TapcS

East

the US but the two hours arc

-

Gardeuv LONIJ(L\

proposition

contact Michael Bukht be.
like sales director Tony
Vickers was also enthusiastie. From there t was offered
1

-

up[BO

my'

which he liked but suggested

net.

be

1; CGhnn

lee

I

approached John WItney

none, b
S snow end man
Sure so become wliectotl kph In the Years to,gme
fit-serve you. cope nay
Aa Order.
of let due Io Iw released in May 191st
The
Darn
FREE Full Colour
.acehud baloge the releasea dole w,II nrc.,.e
Rae Caroline Shot a MV MI
¿domo, . 59tnun Poet.,
e .futon hie dv0nW,o t. end send
ordv.

4hpo

the
saw

the challenge Immediately,

JM9 nrecii ert,'ew+

Wake,Snob

this experience
a man give up

everything and come to
Brllala especially toCapital

nl

f

adio' The public definitely
need an alternative m sport
on BBC

radio."
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The Hardrock,
Manchester, is set for an.
amazing night out for soul
fans on the 13th April.
Besides a special guest
appearance by The Tymes,
we're staging the semi-final

'use n
I0

e

\

Bose speakers and
Tickets will only be £1
amplifiers and the rush
each, at the door.
release of their winning son
Don't miss out
g
So you can be sure
Its going to be one hell
theVIl all be giving
of a good evening
everything theVve got

of the RCA/Record Mirror
Soul Search Contest
Nine soul bands from
all over the country will be
playing against each other
for a place in the final.
They stand to win an
RCA recording contract, a
management contract,
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GARY GLi7TER, that celebrated,
selfconfessed tattle, has been
weight. 'Ten stone three busy losing
he la now",
whispers his publicist reverently.
"Walt until he stands up and you'll
notice the difference." But
the new
Gary Glitter doesn't stand up for
and when he finally does, he's ages,
down
again before you can say Remember
Me
This Way.
Right, let's check that fact, I hear

you're down
to ten stone three Gary"
"No, it's ten stone five actually, but I'll be
down
to ten-three by the time you go to preen."
These are not only lean times for
Gary
physically. apparently he's been having great
fun
pleading poverty to his friends.
"When I go out to dinner with people like
Rod
(Stewart) and Elton (John) t always
'I'm the
poor man In this company, so you cansay
pick up the
tab'."
He has also been hob-nobbing with the gentry
late and tells tales of
visits to country seats and
tasting rare wines In
famous cellars,
"Tye Just acquired a
huge bottle of champagne, which Is equivalent to 12 ordinary
bottles- At the moment
its sitting on the loo at
home, because that's the
only place where the
temperature is right for

of

PAY UP
GARY
YOU'RE
A STAR
NOW:

recounts with glee,
"they'd got all these

-

heavy bands on the bill as
well and I didn't think I'd
be the audience's cup of
lea at all. Anyway, out I
went and started doing
the whole number, big
moodies with the cape
and all, but when I got to
the microphone It was
completely dead.. Anyway, even though they
couldn't hear a thing from
me, I carried on with all
the actions and everything. At the end they all
roared. 'If you liked that'
I said 'just watt till you
hear me sing it' and then,
with the mike working, I
did It all over again. "The
reason he gets away with
it Is that he knows he's

f

(

playing to two distinct
audiences.

Self confessed fattie Gary Glitter talks to Ray Fox-Cumming
about his new single, a musical and eating out

quick sigh of relief and
then: "It's not a disco

record, but it

-

Is a

danceable one
sat of
Phil Spector pace. It's
quite different from the
last ones and I think I
it'
sound quite different on
it. I always try to
contradict what
says
Gary
that as a expect me to do. " people
result of losing all that
Now, with the single
weight he's feeling ready, Gary's
turning his
extraordinarily alert, but thoughts towards a new
all that healthy living has album.
done nothing to improve
"It's been a long time
his memory.
since the last one. I don't
His new single Is out on really count the live one
April 25 but what It's Remember Me' This Way,
called!, well that's a because that was really
matter for thought
just a souvenir Ilke a
"It's called . .. er . . programme.
um
It's called .. . ",
'We've considered
a panic stricken glance at doing the next album in
his publicist, "what Is it the States. My producer
Mike Leander suggested
called?"
Publicist: "Love Like that I take my sound over
there, use a different
Gary: "Ah yes, Love producer and what
Like You And Me." A services they've got over

Alert

...

there. It's a good idea
because I can't lose what
I've already got, 1 can
only learn more and add
on to It

"Maybe it won't be
necessary though because I'm now writing
things with the band
which may turn out to be
sufficiently different In

themselves."

In the course of giving a
run-down on his future

something about a musical.

Musical?

I

hadn't

heard about that.
"Haven't you?" Exclaims Gary, clicking his
tongue and throwing an
Instant mock -moody.
"It's been In all the
nationals."
For those of you who
haven't heard about It
either, It's to be called

for concerts In the

The postponement of
the musical has not left
Gary with any empty
months this year. "I'm
going to have a go at
America. "
What, chat shows, TV
and so on or concerts?
"The lot, I'm going to
have a real go at It It'll
be like starting out all
over again and I hope all
the old excitement will be
there for me all weer

Oxford University. When

-

again."

Razzle Dazzle. It's

Far

being written by Gary
and Mike Leander, is half
- completed, and should
have been hitting the
West End this year.
"It won't be until next
year now", says Gary,
"because all the arrangements are taking a very
long time. For example,
in me of the sets I want a
rainbow and you can't
Just pull one out of the

sky."

plans, Gary murmurs

Superman

He has also ,got plans

East and, towards Christmas, for a full -scare
British tour. "Recently
I've only played a few
concerts in the big dUes
here and I think It's time I
went out again and did a
proper tour, taking in the
smaller town as as well as
the big cities. "
in the Immediate future
he has a date to make an

after -dinner speech at
suggest that he might
come back with an
I

honorary degree,

he

strikes a suitably noble

pose and muses:

"Hmmm, Doctor Glitter
I like it!" he's got sell
send-up down to an art.
He can also make capital
out of situations that
would give most performers the screaming
abdabs.
"When 1 was in Holland
to do a TV special", he

-

"I have two kinds of
fans. There are the young
ones who look on me as
some kind of Superman
character, then there are
the older ones who come
for a good laugh to see me
sending myself up."
As a parting shot, I
point out that once Gary's
earned all that money
from an American tour,
he'll have to start paying
the bills.

"What bills!" he asks,
looking alarmed and
suspicious. Oh gawd, he's

forgotten.
The one's you pass off
on Rod and Elton in

restaurants.
He relaxes: "Ah yes,
but actually t don't think
that money -wise there's

all that much between us.
They have their huge
sales in America, but I've

got my Europe."
You shouldn't have said
that Gary. Now they'll
sting you for a feast.

DOUBLE BARREL HOTSHOTS
FROM THE TROJAN

'KEN

JOHN
HOLT
ov Baby
TR

001-HE
Th'at!sTheWay"

Nature Plannéd It

7953

'Help
The follow up to John's Hit Single
Night', a song
Me Make It Through The
and Hit
which has the same great appeal
qualities.

,-

soon

TR 7960

Two Hit Singles already to his credit, this
new recording from Ken is sure to make it

AND IF
THEY DON'T
GET YER

a

hat trick.

ROSHO WILL

NEW SINGLE

ALCAPONE TR 7949
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by John Rainford

1

StuartHenry

not the only DJ to

rl

/

"A'

comeH

le

out

of Scotland. Ronnie Cowan

points out that Scottish
discos are very prominent
In the world of wax.
He runs the Explosion
Road Show. which is
based In Dunfermline but
travels all over Scotland.

Ronnie'. equipment in-

cludes an Altec JBL and
F.leetrovoice sound intern. along with Tutor 2

projectors, bubble machine, sound to light unit
and ralnbowstrobes.
Explosion Discotheques
also provide a disco and

public address hire
scrvire with

a

24hour

breakdown service.
Ronnie caters for all
tastes at his Disco Top
Ten show. It Includes
The Commodores' Super
man, The Contours' Hit
and Run. Pink Floyd.'
Ooe of these Days and

Wishbone .Ash's .lailbalt
Dave Singleton runs the
Party Time Mobile Disco
in Manchester which
Includes lights, cartoons,
strobe^ and go-go girls
among other attractions.

His record collection
numbers over 3.000 discs,
and he eaters for all types
of musical tastes. Re can
her found weekly at

the

Salford Docks, Irlam

Ship, 41am Youth Club

Bird-InHand at
Filxton. If you go along to
see Dave, you won't fail to
recognise him In the
various glitter outfits he
wean.
and the

A

guy called Hobbs of

High Wycombe rune a
mobile called the Blue
Light Disco which oper
ates about four nights a
week, although not In the

High Wycombe area

because there are so
many mobiles In that area
already. lie used four
FAL 100 watt speakers,
two FAL 100 watt amps,
standard FAL decks, six
liquid lamps, an Entities
sound to light unit and a
Shure mike. Instead of a

normal jingle cassette

machine he utilises an
Akal 40000 tape deck
which he finds more than
adequate.
He firmly believes that

the opening moments and
the first record of a gig

makes or breaks the
show. A valid point,
which I think a lot of other
DJs should take notice of.
It's a lacy way of doing
things If you stick on any

old album to start, while
you go for a few pints at
the bar. He also makes

another Interesting point
about DJ schools, which
he believes are a waste of
time because, he says, a
good deejay has a natural
talent and cannot be
taught. This is true to a
certain extent, but surely
talent can be Improved
opon through a school.

1

2

3

4

FAR AND WI
WOW, OUR

disco
features really do
reach tar and wide.

They haven't got a
residency, as they find
they're booked all over
the place doing gigs like

Dick Sheppard, who is a
DJ working In Norway,
wrote In to let us know
how difficult it is getting

youth -centres, dance

halls, and parties. They
even provided a disco for
a

recofds over there.

versary!
With

Apparently most of the
current singles are at
least two months behind,

them before buying

because there is no pop
radio in Scandinavia.
He's been over there for
six months and has

travelled abo'ut six

thousand miles working
for the Europa Agency.
At the moment, he's in
Bergen at a club called
the Corner Disco Pub,
playing to about 400
people each night. The
current trend in the big
cities is soul with people
like Barry White, B.T.

Express and Stevie

Wonder going down well.
while outside of the cities
it seems Mud and Sudl
Quatro rule!

wedding anni-

a varied and
extensive record collec-

tion, they find golden
oldies like the O'Jays
Lóve Train and Cat
Stevens' Matthew and

.with Gloria Gaynor's

Never Can Say Goodbye
and the Peppers' Pepper
Box only just starting to
appear In the Norwegian
shops. Dick gets Record
Mirror sent to him every
week so he can order
records from our reviews,
as he rarely gets to hear

50th

Son. are among the more

Based in Norwich, the

Astro Discotheque Road
Show is probably one of
the largest mobiles In that

area with over [1;000
worth of equipment. It
consists of tour 50 watts
Goodman's speaker units
linked to an HH reverb

amp. The lightshow
incorporates

75 sq.

ft. of

multicoloured perspex

lighting which is divided
into 12 cabinets each
containing 14 coloured
spotlights, for ndividtial
sets of spotlight banks
containing 3 spots, tour
revolving lights, two
sound/light units, two
projectors and one
strobe. The whole light show was designed and
built by the Astro crew.

popular requests.
+Atlantis Pirate Discos
in Guernsey, are a locally

5

6
7

area.- Clno has three

residencies at the moment. He has just started
at the Shakespeare in
Woolwich on Tuesdays,
the St. Heller'. Arms in

Mitcham on Friday's and
Jasper's in Catford on
Sundays. He says his act

consists of home-made
jokes, good soul music, a
smattering of oldies and a

dummy called Goblin(?)

He used to do a double -

"Barmy" Steve
Haines (featured ,In
act with

Discochat, February 8th)
until his flame -throwing
antics spread to the hairs

based mobile disco and
have been going for about
three years, They actually have three units
two
mono and one stereo
to
deal with an assortment

on Cino's chest. Anyone
wishing to contact Capu-

functions. Their main
style of music is rock 'n'
roll and heavy pop. All
tier^ bookings are done

+With soul music enjoying a new lease of life In
the discos now, Harrow's
Shaftesbury Birds Nest
are quick on the draw
with a series of soul nights
held every Tuesday. Disc
Jockey Tony Bonifield

--

of public and private

through either Paul
Fletcher on 48122 or Paul
Mariess on 45517.
+And now, we proudly
present
Capuchin
The Greatest Little Disco
In the Land. :This
grandiose title belongs to
Cleo Berigltano (Capuchino), who is an anglo Italian currently touring
the club circuits around

-

-

the Catford and Woolwich

0

JUST OUT! Great new edition of
the Selectadisc Soul Catalogue.
All the greatest super soul
sounds. Hundreds of titles.
Soul fans and DJ's up date your
collection. For your copy just
cut out the coupon opposite and
send (together with stamp) to:

Selectadisc
162 Canal

Street

Nottingham

NAME

ADDRESS

Soul nights

presents these funky
evenings which are
proving incredibly successful. Each, week's

show centres on the Soul
Survey, where the audience vote for the five
most popular soul singles
of the moment. On April

the programme

Included the twenty top
line singles which constitute Phonogram's new
Shut Peepers campaign.
Among the artists are
established acts like the
Stylistics and Fontella
Bass, as well as chart
newcomers Shirley and
Co. and the Moments.
The second of these Soul
Nights, on Tuesday, April
8th, featured the new Ktel compilation album
and the
Souled Out

evening's music revolved
around Its

tracks.

twentyone

Atlantic Records pro-

POSTCODE

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

Stop On By

Girls
Philadelphia Freedom
Bye Bye Baby
Wicki Wacky
Reach Out I'll Be There
Skiing ln The Snow
Lady Marmalade

1712.

-

Selectadisc

11

Can Dolt

SwingY our Daddy
What Am I Gonna Do With You
There's A Whole Lot Of Loving
Pick Up The Pieces
Only Y ou Can
Get Down Tonight
Sorry Doesn'tAlways Make It Right
South African Man
Shame Shame Shame
Express
How Glad I Am

chino should ring 01-484

1st,
(block letters please)

8
9
10

I

vide much of the music on
April 15th, when Tony

Barnfleld will be playing
discs by the star names
who will then be touring
the country in a Super
the
Soul package
Detroit Spinners, Ben E.
King, Sister Sledge, and
the Jimmy Castor Bunch
as well as many golden
oldies on the Atlantic

-

-

Libel.

I

.

q

),

l
RUFUS

Rubettes
Jim Gilstrap
Barry White
Guys & Dolls
Average White Band

Fox
K. C. & The Sunshine Band

Diana Ross
Hamilton Boha non
Shirley & Company
B. T. Express
Kiki Dee Band
Rufus
Moments & Whatnauts
Elton John Band
Bay City Rollers
Fatback Band
Gloria Gaynor
Wiens Ovation
Labelle

State
Chelsea
20th Century
Magnet
GTOntic

Tamla
Brunswick
All Platinum
Pye

Aet
BC
All Platinum
DJ M
Bell

Polydor
MGM
Spark
Epic

This chart was compiled with the aid of returns
from 63 disc jockeys arou nd the United
Kingdom.
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New disco chart help us help you
RECORD MIRROR'S national
disco chart Is going weekly.

accurately reflects the biggest
records of the week.
To be a contributor, all you
With the help of DJs all over need to do
is fill In and return
the country, RM plans to the registration
form below,
compile a faster, more establishing your credentials
as
accurate guide to the big a genione club
DJ working
disco
records,
moving
where regularly in a top dance
place.
and when they happen. As far as possible RM wants
to reflect
The Disco Top Twenty will be the major.what is going down in
compiled each week from all the countrydance spots around
returns received by first post all returnedand for this reason
forms will be
Monday morning. It is up to the carefully
DJ to make sure this service invited to vetted before DJs are
send their chart.

r

wish to register as a contributor to RM's national
weekly disco;
chart.
I

NAME
1

ADDRESS
CLUB

Telephone (home)

(club).

SIGNED

NAME

Authorised by

club manager.

SIGNED

i
MERE IS absolutely
Ingledoubtingthat

the

tance of radio for breaking
records is diminishing now.
Radio stations are fervently
trying to mould their playlists to
cater for the soul and disco music
boom, but there Is for sure a great
deal of importance stressed
disco plays by the record
Companies.

setion
lec

As usual at this time of
I'll give you a
run-down of the sounds to
watch out for, and the
records that you should
the month,

be

Dotted Line. I'm amazed
It hasn't taken off yet. It
could be a real smash

playing.

again.
A single on the GM
label from the Phil-

With a change of label,
Middle of the Road have

adelphia Flyers titled
LOVE Is knockout. It Is
going down very well out

up on AIM with
HItrhln' A Ride In The
Moonlight. They've always been a good group,
and with the change, they
come

from Tyrone at Carr. Love
Me Love You from 1973 is

a noble

effort, but falls

short

Clean Up Woman.
another re-release but
from Betty Wright dates

EDDIE COCHRANE

from 1971, when she was
on the way up, but it's
good bet.
The new
release from the Average

still

samey and dated. A cert
for the rock 'n' roll disco..
If you've had All Right
Now as a favourite
performed by Free, a new

a

White
Cake.

Band, Cut The

is right in the
correct groove and should
really stand a chance.
About half of the current
by 301s from new artists,
the old favourites

version by Lea Roberts on
UA will knock you out.
Tory Jackson's As If
By Magic is an interesting first single on GTO,
and it would be nice to see
It take off. Same goes for
Donna Summer, also on
OTO with Love To Love
You Baby. Nice smooch
number. The Chl-Lites
are hovering around the
bottom of the Top SO with
Forgot To Say I Love You

falling

out of favour, and people

buying records not
because

of

the

reputation but

artists

because

they like the record.
Baby Hang Up
Phone from

The

Carl Graves
fabulous slow
ballad sound, and in a
must for any smooch
spots! On UA, put back to
back is Summertime
Blue. and C' Mon E veryon

A! M is a

.s

Y

lr

is.

Gone. If you
haven't picked up a copy
an the Brunswick label.
hurry up. On the Spark_,

Till I'm

Edina Vey--

L' 1f:1vCRB

Duchy of
Luxembourg with none
other than the wild and
wooly Wesley. It's an
excellent record and
deserves well. On Mowest, Severin Browne
gurgles along in a reggae
style with Romance, and
with the current reggae
boom, this Is a must for
your collection. Dionne
Warwicke says Take It
From Me, and although
this hasn't really registered In the charts, it Is a
,great dance record. If
you've liked the Tempts.
lions with Law Of The
Land, try a version on
Tamla from the Undisputed Truth which rocks
along nicely, though
perhaps all this will do is
reactivate interest in the
original. The Kikl Dee
single, How Glad I Am, Is
probably the best record
In the Grand

sound 100 per cent more
matured. A re-release

at-ors

-wit

of the month.

Finally, here are

Ann Peebles on London,
In The Morning from Ken
Hensley an Bronze, and

When

lie-nfar--ole.

Soul.[ab.ii, you.

-stRerfet
ltl-f

a few

quick spins: Beware from

You ;Get Right

Down To It from Aretha
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PRESSURE
THERE ARE some
people who are
always a treat to
interview and Klki

ALL THE

on It as
great success. "I didn't
know if anyone would can.
to see un," she admitted,

WAY

room all bonhomie

FOR KIKI

down to Top Of The
Pops and greeted the
lady in her dressing

and hall-lassiewellmet. The response
was less than luke-

simpler than the Inst.
The band's recent Brltlsh
tour was their first
headliner and Kiki, quite

rightly, looks hack

long been one of
them. So it was that,
last week, I trundled

Dee has, In my book,

Ray Fox -Cumming

f

a

"but

Admittedly. I'd arrived

risked getting stabbed in
the back by half a dozen
pins, so she frostily
suggested that I come back
later.
Oh dear. maybe she'd
already read my not.toopolite review of her new
single Mow Glad I Am and
perhaps tor, the slightly
carping review of her
Drury I.ane concert. If she
had, she didn't say so, but
she did take revenge later
by keeping me waiting for
nearly an hour while she

made a 'phone call,
Infinitely more subtle than
yelling "Judas" al me.
After that, she thawed
enough to explain politely
why, for the new single, she
resurrected the old Nancy

a

near

very
"It all wentlearned
smoothly, and
a
I

lot from It. Next time
around there will be slight
alterations made in the

presentation. "
KIkI has taken great
pains not to let herself
become typecast. "I try at
all Cods to avoid images,
and it's nice to be In the
position now where I can go
on stage either in
something dressy or plain

i

warm.

at an awkward moment
She had her dressmaker
with her and was frying on
a new costume. To have
moved at all would have

the hour was

selt.out,

r

jeans and it doesn't_
matter."
In May and June The
Kiki Dee Band wilt be
playing dates in the States,
possibly supporting The
Eagles or Joe Walsh. For
all Americans, who tend to
be Impressed by such
things, here's a Royal tale
Mend with.
"When we were in
Birmingham eluting the
British tour," said KIM, "I
had a dressing room that

4.

tt llson number rather than
put out a new song by the

group.
"We were under pressure
to get a new single out and,
at the time, our new

material simply wasn't
ready."

But haven't you already
recorded the song before?
"Yes, I did it about ten
years ago, but that was

completely different. Then
I did tl more as a ballad."
Now that Rocket Records
have got their single out of
The Kiki Dee Band, they
are hankering after an
album.
"I need the pressure to
get the songs finished,"
said Kiki. "At the moment
we've got enough material
between us for about half

an album and I've a couple
of half.completed things In

my head.

"I'm

not sure where
we're going to record the
next album, but we're
considering doing it either
In The States or maybe in

Frantic."

At

the Chateau

(d'Ilernuville)?

"Yes."

On the I've Got The
Music In Me album, most of
the songs were written
either by Kiki or keyboards
man Bias Bushell. For the
new album, the two of them
may pool their resources.
"I'd like to write some
lyrics for Bias's tune,"
explained Kiki.
Iler Intention for the next
album is to notice it much

was once used by the Queen
Mother, and they'd done
their bit to make It look
right with a red carpet and

very plush?
"No, a hit na ff really."
Naff quarter. for The
Queen Mum. Good grief,
what is the country coming
w as It

lot

C

-

P

"
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"SNAPS"

The first albuín from Des Parton.
'From the same pen as;
'Sad Swéet Dreaíner'and
`Purely by Coincidence'

'Snaps, is the diary of a memory.
'Snaps; is his, mine and yours!

°

BULP 2004

Listen out for Find the Buk'competition
on 208 Radio Luxembourg.
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by Giovanni Dadomo

album picks

BEANS and fatback . .. It's
as American as Kentucky
chicken. And fatback, in
case you didn't know, Is the
rich, thick bacon that comes,
as the title indicates, from
the fat juicy hack of a corn fed pig.
But fatback means some
thing else also; in New
Orleans, back in the old days
when funky still meant
frightened, fatback was a
popular expression to de

SISTER SLEDEOE: Clete Of
(ATIA NTlC/IL511097 )
A promising If not entirely

Debbie, KIM
part this
and Joni, the sisters Sledge.factInthat
seven
the
with
do
to
has not a little
written by
of the album's nine tracks were
Gwen
and
Grant
Patrick
of
team
the
of their
Guthrie and, truth be told, ato lot
this pair of
songs sound a bit derivative
ears. When the Sisters do have something
is the case
to get their teeth into though, as
with Pain Reliever, Fireman andOnLove
Don't You Go Through No Changesof p_Me.
etty
they show themselves to be made
stern stuff. File under Brightest Hopes
and check 'ens out live U the opportunity
affords Itself. Then buy the record.
GD

k

scribe the rich, tight
percussion and

rhythm

-

rooted sounds we now call
funky.
They used to call Bill Curtis
'Fatback', on account of how the
adjective so splendidly described his
fine, firm drumming. In fact the
description suited him so well that it
stayed with him: he even grew to
like iL And when, some time in mid '643 when he found playing for other
people just a mite restrictive on the
creative side and therefore decided
to get his own group together, Bill

A

'

10

BRINGIN
E -TN E BAC N

BA.N

piano to drums
isn't the most

obvious of musical moves perhaps but it suited
young Bill just
fine.
He stuck to his skins place for himself as a other acts into local
through his stint with the back-up musician for ,venues all the while
U.S. Army and devel- such illustrious talents as feeding the profits back

oped his percussive Bill Doggett, Arthur
muscles even further by Prvsock and the late
playing with various Clyde McPhatter. But
when the time was right
military bands.
By the time he got he hooked up with a
around to hanging up his couple of like-minded
dog -tags, drumming had fellow musicians - bassbecome Bill's Life. He player Johnny Flippin

into the record company.
Over the next few years
the group broadened Its
line-up to six with the
addition of trumpeter
George Williams, Earl
Shelton on tenor sax and
flautist George Adams. It
also broadened Its striking range.
building up

headed for the Big Apple and Johnny King, lead
and took' courses in and rhythm guitarist
formed the Fatback an ardent following
tympani and mallet and
throughout the States and
instruments which Band.
His years in the ranks chalking up singles hits
earned him the qualifications required to as a professional musi- with such numbers as
become a fullyfledged cian had also taught Bill Street Dance, Nija Walk
and
percussion teacher. As it how to hold his own in a and Dance Girl
turned out though Bill cut-throat business so more recently with Keep
didn't have to spend much along with the Band Bill On Steppin' and Wicky
lime earning his bacon by also formed his own Wacki, the former their
teaching young would-be record company (Fat- first big lilt in Britain.
drummers their way back Records, notch!) The group also cut three
around a kit because he through which Bill finely funksome albums
quickly found a welcome booked both his own and for Perception Records,

-

-

-

to

Apr 20)

Things appear claim-

- erpeclally It
you're looking down
portent

from

a

PoPswoP

black road has been
burst. you ran leave
your shot -gun at home.
TAURUS
(.Apr 21 to May 211)
If you gamble with
your heart (or with your
esah) you'll not be
catching a bonanza.
The only thing you'll get
out of it Is a broken
heart. Play sale. be
wise and that way you.
won't get chew led,

9

stone. London

-

space
and then what
will you do? Sleep in the
oven, we suppose,?

Something's going on
between you, and your
halt friend. Well. what
we mean Is that both of
you are being absolutely
bitchy and childish

about a tiny little
misunderstanding. So
what if you had a gates
of boyfriend swapping
for the night
fun wasn tit!

-

B was

queen toJuly20) '
It Will be a very

tranquil weekend hot
that tan be altered by

the snap of a finger (if
you want). Friends who

haven't seen you for
ages are pining for you
to come round
so why
not do that and then you

-

can say our
the

!tan

are up

LEO
(Jot? II to Aug 21)
Concentrate on

'

VIRGO
(Aug22 to Sep2:2)
A

visit to an exptié

tit cards will
be taking you to
Southend 'for the day)
You will be neenng new
land is

on

couW be that auntie

fates that's for %t re and
from these fateful get
togethers a new' rornaneewill occur.

LIBRA

(Sep 23 to Oct L±)

do

Everything's rom,ng

"

the (Iv kltler'out, save

that 'tit -it's

' than you think.

-

needed
which may be sooner

SCORPIO

(Oct 23 lo Nov =)
You'll have 'a good
time you let yourself
go s little, bit Forget
about your detects and
just think to yourself,

lr

'1'm beautifui". It

works with all the
Record Mirror staff. I
assure yowl

SAOITTASfUS
(N ov 23 to Dee 211)

Heady, furry days
ahead. Maybe sour

-

Blond

-

LIVING A LITTLE, LAUGHING
.A LITTLE - Spinners. Atlantic
SHAKEY GROUND - Temple

bons. Gordy
WHAT AM I GONNA DO
Barry White. 20th Century
Earth, Wind
SHINING STAR

-

f: Fire. Columbia

-

-

forthcoming Dooble Bros. album
Stampede.

Gold album for B. B. King and
Bobby Bland's Together For The First

Time Album.

-

The

murhanticlpated

Commodores
Syreeta tour han once
more been put hack. Expect 'em
over In
September at the soonest. Just
Stateside Is Smokey.Robtnson's latestout
A
Quiet Storm
expect It In mid -May

-

up roses and lollipops or
in plainer terms everything will be smelly and
surgary. No. don't get

3

-

-

-

-

martian from outta

CANCER

(May It to June 20)

Rufus. ABC
MY LITTLE LADY

-

soul gossip

-

-

RHYTHM

WALKING IN

Bleckbyrds. Fantasy
ONCE YOU GET STARTED

DESPITE heavy rumours In last week's
music press It seems extremely unlikely
that Stevie Winder will be over for Elton
John's Wembley extravaganza. The good
news (hough Is the Stevk"s currently In the
studio working on his new album
apprentiy he's working through the night
and sleeping in the day -time.
B.T.
Express May tour now definitely set
should tie in niceley with the apex of
Express's current chart zoom. Betty
Wright In from the II to 29 for
extensive cross-country tour. New single
from (hrol Doctor's Orders Douglas next
week - A Hurrican Is Coming Tonight.
Also due soonest Is Carol's new album
appropriately and imaginatively titled The
Carol Douglas Album. Strange new
pastures for Curtis Mayfield, the roan la
currently arranging two tracks for the

Let's Do It Again, People
"Everything you hear
Music and Feel My Soul, 'on our records is for the
before moving to Event
first time at the point of
Records for their latest recording
it's not
and most successful something that's been
album to date, Keep On thought out over a long
Steppin'.
time or played and played
and over again. It's
Opening as ft does with over
a
feeling thing and
a breathlessly M.C.'d
is based on the
Introduction of "Ladles everything
and Gentlemen, one of the way we feel that day and
on the way the studio
funkiest bands on the east audience
reacts. "
The Fatback
coast
accounts for
Band!" which in turn Is the Which
spontaneity and
met by an equally energy
that
marks out
enthusiastic round of Fatback music.
U.S.
audience applause, you'd
be forgiven for thinking reports give every inthat the band on
that Keep On Stepple' is a dication
stage
even better
and
live album. It Isn't
but if the is
success of the single
In a way It Ix, as Bill
brings the rumours of a
,
Collins explains:
UK tour to fruition later
"It's all live. We go into this year then we'll all be
a studio and start the tape
able to find out for
and begin playing.
ourselves.

medic affairs because
your little bedsit is going
to rack nod ruin. The
dry rot will invade like a

LARS

is storey

building! Fran, now on
your life will be more
vibrant and gay and
now that menacing

5
6

9 11

switching from

ARIE14

4

9 13

and was already a
Drespected and

(Mari?

SHOESHINE
Kendrlcks. Tanda
LOVE FINDS ITS OWN WAY Gladys Knight & The Pips.
Buddah

9

teenage groups

p

Ai Green. HI
40 -Y -E (Love) -BOY
- Eddie

4

5

6

start-

school and picked
up his first set of
drumsticks. Now

I

a

s

out playing
plano In various

am-he

2

2

f

ed

competent must.
clan by the time
was in high

I

3

-4921

R

musicalTHE

B111

11

,
newly-formedf

to name his
aggregation
it became the
Fatback Band.
But the ball
started rolling a
lot earlier than
1996 for Bill
Curtis.
infant,

US soul singles

N

had no second thoughts about what

-

Love

-

alongside Undisputed Truth's Cosmic
Truth LP. Mr. Universe is the title of the
next single from the Flirtations
In your
%hoopoe on May the two. . .
Toodelooi

-

sinuses 'are blocked or
you need to rest' that
weary head for a week.

If health isn't what it

usually is then don't go
out In the rain without

yer ha lariat*.

CAPRICORN
(Dec 21 to Jan 1St
Rosiness propeoll ms

may seem terribly
Inviting while you're

dlacuashng them under
the glow of a lamp

standard nipping cock
tails,, But to and behold,
In the cold tight of day
they're enough to give
anyone a sour tale. Say

-

firmly
before the
drink get', ya
no,

AQUARIUS

(Jan9)to Feb IS)

You seers a tilde, wr14

how can We he polite? A
little ruffled around the
edges of lots. Whit
the
matter with your ap.

r

pea ranee these days,
eh? You know that irk.
nailed boats and holey
jumpers went out with
the Depression? Don't
k -I yourself go otherwise
You'll find your loved
men willl

PISCES
(Feb l9 to Star 2n)
It the past month hag
ten a drag well don't
fret 'bout it anymore.
Before you ran say Jack
Flash you'll he' tripping
the light fantastic of the

loca: disco

and
kno'kbs' 'era ad dead.

*AFCORDOUR

POS-wPIRISIX Ht75
23

pa iT barrack talks to Jan Etherington
,o

"i'VE got

rotten
cold (sniff). Actual,
y you'd better not
a

E

say that because the
hand think I'm a

raving hypochondriac, but it's true

(croak). in fact,

I've had It for a
couple of weeks but
i was dosed up to the

eyeballs for the
concert (sneeze),"

Paul Carrack of Ace is
lying in bed croaking
down the phone to me in
the true show business

tradition that "the Inter-

view must go on". You
gotta hand It to him, the

lad's a trouper.
Last week. Ace elbowed
Max Bygraves out of the
Victoria Palace and took
the stage for their first
major London concert
Apart from the cold, how
did he feel about it?
"Great I think we've
really raised our game
and proved ourselves.
We've done a hell of a lot
of gigs over the years so
we've got a great lighting
and sound crew but of
course. this was not just
any old gig. There was a
great sense of occasion
about It and we were all a
bit tense beforehand
because we knew It could
go either way but I was
determined not to let
anything get on top of me
and It all worked out '
beautifully. What was
fantastic was that after
the show, we were all
jammed In a tiny dressing
room and there 'was this
great queue of people

RAISE

THEIR GAME

right down the stairs
waiting

to

congratulate

us. Nice feeling, that "
One of the real dormers

atthe concert was the new
single I Ain't Gonna
Stand For This No More.

"We wrote that way
back, Before How Long
and we've been playing it
live for some time now.
it's always gone down
well and I suppose the
reason we decided to
record it was
time,

...

The record company

wanted a good new single
quickly and this one was
around. We liked It. It's
got a nice live feet about

it"After

the success

of

Five -a -Side, any chance
of a new LP?
"We expect to be
recording in the summer.

We've got together a few
songs between us but to
complete the album we
need to call a halt to the
gigging and get a bit more
human I think we know
every weed along the
motorways. "
But you're just off for
two weeks of dates In
Switzerland and Holland?
"Oh well, it'll make a
change. I suppose they

have different weeds
along the autobahns! In
fact it's our first time

abroad together. All o1
us, with the exception of
Phil, have worked abroad
with different bands In
the past but when we get
back I think I'll just keel
over and hibernate for a

month."

x,..

,'

It or leave It. but I do
mean that we'd rather
you listened to us than
counted the sequins on
our vests. The press have

always been very good
about our music but in the
early days they said we
looked terrible and we're
frightened to speak to the
audience and
suppose
we've Improved a bit. "
Certainly have. Wasn't
It Paul that piped up at
Victoria: "The people at
the front oughta get a
rebate, they can't see me
at a1L ?"
"Yes, you get more
confident on stage and

_

ri

1

He'd better wake up
before the end of May as
Ace are due to visit the
States.

"How Long and the
album are really going
down well over there so
we'll be going over as
support band on lour with'
a big outfit. It's the first
time any of us will have
been there. I know it'll be
hard work, but I reckon
It's worth IL "
Are Ace gonna slick
themselves up for America? How about Lurex
waistcoats and matching
bow ties?

"No, we don't want any
of that! We started from
scratch and I do mean

you can chat easier
between numbers and

that's the kind

of

stagecraft we want to
learn but you'll never see
Ace in white satin sults.

What we've got to get
across is the music."
Pity. Jim Dandy could
use a little competition. A
bloodcurdling noise came
down the receiver.

"I'm sorry. Jan, my
that and to us the most
Important thing Is the voice is going. I better
music. I don't mean that save what's left for the
our attitude is to wander Walsall gig tonight."
on stage in the clothes we

got up in and you can take

/

OK Paul. Keep taking
the tablets.

75

LOTS Of COLD
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INFO!

1
Copies still available of these fabulous souvenirs packed with pix and info
true value and yours by return. Available now
big colour shots
Humble Pie, Gary Glitter, Mud, Bay City Rollers, Status Quo, Mott the
Hoople, 10cc, Rod Stewart and The Faces, Glitter Band, Sweet and many
others. One prog: 40p + 10p (p.p.); 2 progs: 75p + 15p (p.p.); 3 progs:
£1.1'0p + 20p (p.p.); 4 progs: £1.50 (postage free)
full refund if not
one hundred per cent satisfied. Allow 10 days for delivery.
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...

--/,////////////////,
Send cheque or Postal Order payable to Theatregraphics (Dept. MP3), 13,
Oxford Circus Avenue, 231 Oxford Street, London W1.
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Please rush me programme (s) as shown below
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Ol.11l'ER RAND:

The Tears I Cried

17

(Hell

,v

Glitter himself.

begins with

unmistakeably Glitter

Feet number

a

plane

enough of the thumping
drums on the chorus to be

zooming overhead then
zaps Into a neo - Tiger

without re-hashing
what has gone before.
The verse is underpinned
by some of the kind of
gullarwork that often
goes with galloping
hooves in TV .h esterns,
the tune is good and well
sung by John Springate
and all in all the song's
beautifully put together.
(tell done boys, indeed
yes.
IAN HUNTER: Once
Bitten Twice Shy (CBS

plethora of the frills that
Chinn and Chapman love
so dearly, I think -it's
hysterical and all the
zanier DJs will adore It,
but I just pray they are
not doing It for real.
Follow it up with
Kamlknicker Krazl lads
and we'll know for sure

Rand

ti:

':

'

.t.fl'y'r; ,

r:.

A

Harry's

scored

that you'd think this time
lie must succeed. I'm

doesn't rank among
Suzi's

should
prove good enough to give
her another hit.

A1'I:

R

ly tasty and they alone
should guarantee it a
chart place. A goodie.

AGE WIIITE

NI): Cut The Cake
Atlantic K 1116031.
Basically, there's noth-

THUNDER TIIIGIIS:

ISA
(

-

trouble

Yesterday (A

ing to It

-

CARPENTERS:

production, which Is
intended to be pretty

7159).

funky, but wears thin just

isn't used very imaginatively -and isn't half as
punchy as It should be.

However, while this

S M

Only
AMS

IAN HUNTER: an insidious toe - tapper.
time. So who gets the hit? nonsense about it being
No doubt about It
Ruth
released on Boat Race
Swann. The Jezebel les' day (al because of the
version Is inferior on all title and (bi because the
counts and hereby conlady's daddy was stroke
demned to dwell In outer In the winning Oxford
darkness.
crew In 1923/24. After
IV FSS AN11
1)0111 that lot of baloney you
Pallin' (Brad
might expect something
key's It1tA1) 7515).
like Jolly Boating Weath
Now In English, the
er, but It's rather a wistful
song that won Italy third
little piece and not
place in the Eurovlsion unpleasant. It also takes
Song Contest. To my time out to give a new
mind, it's a better song meaning, in the lyrics, to
than either the Dutch or 'on my wavelength' I he.
British efforts that took bel. Honestly It lsn'ta( all
first and second places as bad as it sounds but, as
and I'm sure that many
far as the charts are
British or American Concerned it .
er
name bands could get a (dare I? misses the boat.
hit by covering it, but this KIRISTINE: Mr I),.1.
version by the original ( Boiled :A rusts 111'
protagonists It loo conti- 35x17).
nental, accent and delivThis lady doesn't
ery - wise, to stand much generally get good rechance.
views (and she ain't
SUSAN MEIJ,EN: Going gettin' one this time).
Rowing 11IAM 1261.
Perhaps that's why she
This arrived accom- sets out to be as
panied by -a photo of the unidentifiable as poslady, who looks like Helen
sible. Before Kristine she
(teddy, so I put it on to see was Kristine Sparkle.
If she sounds like Helen
before that Christine
Reddy. She doesn't. The Holnnes and heaven
record was also aecom- knows what else before
panied by some typed that. Next time around

arranged. The chorus
harmonies are particular.

best, it

non-events

where It should be meaty.
There's a whole lot of
brass throughout, but it

Stand tip And Cheer
( EMI 2276).
These fine ladles have
been rather quiet for a
while and they've made a
quiet return with this one.
It sounds a lot
maybe
too much
like Diana
Ross' Stop Look And
Listen, but It Is nicely
made for all that, with
razor - thin strings and

- -

touches of low

-

key brass

doing pleasing things in
the background. It might
do something chart -wise,
but doubt It.
1

TOE .IE7',1'I.It11,1,ES:
Tainted love (i'ye 1)1)S
2006).

SWANN: Tainted
Love (Spark SRI, 1121).
It11T11

Once upon a tlmeGloria
Jones recorded Tainted
which I hated, a new ' Love. Many moons later
song, copenned by It came to pass that it
found favour In Northern
RIchard Carpenter and
John Bettis, Lyrically It's Soul joints and not one but
just so much old slop, but two/abets had the Idea of
doing a cover version at
the tune Is strong and it's
excellently sung and one and the very same

After their revival of
Please Mr Postman,

-

1

NICKNACK PADDY WACK
GIVE A DOG A BONE 1975 STYLE.
HEAR IT ON YOUR LOCAL

RADIO NOWT

THIS OLD MAN
MOON 43 AVAILABLE ON MOONCREST RECORDS
315000 sOUnal, l.o,aOw

wee

afraid though he's going
to have to wait a while
longer because this, while
not at all bad, is far more
of an album track than a
single and sounds too
much like a whole lot of
other.songs of similar Ilk.
DEE 11E1: WARWICK:

-

NEW SINGLE FROM

....TED DV Mc Iltcosos LTD,

so nearly
with past

and Cat's In The Cradle

tongue nicely round some
good lines, but when the
Chorus comes It's a bit of a

The main
Iles In the

here

efforts like W.O. L. D.

no tune or lyric
content to speak of, but
Average White take a
single idea and bounce it
around with such expertise that the result is
irresistible. You have to.
admire It because it Is just
so cleverly wovén and you
have to love It because it's
that catchy. Everything
about It is superb,
especially the vocal and
and the
brass work
quirky ending Is blissful] Y
natural. Another huge hit
for AWB, it must be.

Bak 2001.
Despite the title, there's

r

Warm,, Iraln A Love
Sling (i:leklm K 12173).

..F

plained that you could
turn up some of the tracks
to full volume and still not
get off on them and this

not enough here for Suzl
to chew on. She wraps her

a

:

I reviewed Ian
Hunter's album, I com-

(

with

your intentions are
honourable.
II A 1(11 A' ('II A PIN
I

r

5191).
W hen

cessive declbellsation.
After a few plays I've
made great friends with it
and I hope it gives Ian a
massive hit. It should do.
511/,1 ltllAT RO: I Bit Off
More That I Gould ('hew

.

serious, gawd help 'em. It

better. There's just

strong hook that
evaporates with ex-

r

I

la),
If this la an Intentional
take off of Mud/Chinn
Chapman take - off then
it's great but 11 It's

This one lan't as good as
Goodbye My Love. It's

a

t

IItINTON DIAMONDS:
Kamikazl Krail (OTO(IT

could have been made by

played al quite a low
noise level and I have to
admit he's quite right
Follow his instructions
and you'll find it's not at
all like those old Mott hits
that wapped you right
between the eyes. It's an
Insidious toe -tapper with

,

-

The Glitter Band's last
single. Goodbye My Love,
was a landmark for them
because It was the first
that didn't sound as If it

was one of those. Since
then. however, Ian's told
me they are intended to be

_

expect Chris Teen. 'Now
for the record
Jolly
boring.

1116).

Gary

u

91

r

Out Of Sly Life
Private Stock P1713).
This may not mean a
light commercially but
it's splendid for all that!moody, magnificent
a
song handled to perfection by Dee Dee with
the backing providing
just the right atmosphere. Superlative late
night listening.
It (It NOAKES: Turn A
1)oa f Ear (Warner Bros K
Get
I

,

165311.

An edited down album
It's Jaunty and
quite likeable although
Rab's voice is a bit too far

track

back. The backing

sounds like early - days
McGuinness Flint In first

gear. Chart chances nil.
.11)E1' 1)EL: Raindrops
(Magnet MA I: 29),
These raindrops are
falling_ not on his head
but. we're told, on r under
his windowpane. How's
that 'for something completely different? Song,
singer and arranger are
all heavily under the

SUZI QUATRO

Influence of the late

Buddy Holly. who would
probably have looked on
this as a Compliment
rather than an insult. It's
not strong enough to do.
anything very marvellous
commercially, but Is the
sort of thing that good B.
sides are made of

SK1'ItANII: Banc! (Mhl
1'u Got .Me ( Ill'A 2.510).

Pot - pourrl of cliches
both musically and
lyrically. If this was the

best track they could pull
off Skyband'a album It
doesn't nay much for the

rest of It.

!mum

IIIITSON:

Iterausre Of 1 nu
It rrrs K I atiai ).

(

All

Warmer

Our learned soul buff
Giovanni thought It fit to
bring this gentleman to
your attention recently
and for that you should be
grateful. On the strength
of this, Mr Hutson is
definitely worth knowing
about. though It may take
a fair while for his music
to register since he sticks
to a very soft - sell
approach. This Is a fine
sow record in Its own
quiet way. Maybe it's too
quiet lo get many plays on
the radio, but keep a
sharp ear out for It on the
off chance.
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SWEET SENSATION are
currently showing oil
their brand - new stage
art In prepara don for
their summer tour of the
States. Thin week they're
at 11 arren Gauntry Club.

1.1

APRIL loth
STEVE. IIARI.E\ k
COCK F. I' REh4PL,

Theatre Royal, Norwich.
('11RIS FOSTER, Rotherham Folk Club. Masons
Arms. Wellgate.
QOtt: / GLOBAL V11.
LICE; TRUCKING 00M-

Stockport (April lo),
Memorial (lull. North.

iJrh

(11 ),

(121

,md

Company. This tour has
been arranged to coincide

(ku.lno. Wigan
The Shack,

with guitarist Steve

Inn. Oxford

Chicken

(Ia/le).

1ltllage's new solo album
due for release on April
II. Title of the album Is
'Irish Rising' and most of
Gong were involved In the
backing for This album.

GONG also set out this
week on an extensive
concert tour of the 1111

accompanied by the
Global \'llleee Trucking

Town Hall.

P.1NY.

Cheltenham,
IIANITAS DE PLATA,
De Montfort Hall, Lefties -

91005, Golden Lion, 490
Fulham Road. London

r.

SW9.

DUMP( KOUSSOS, City ARENA. The Granary.
Hail, Newcastle.
-Bristol.
FUI, City Centre Club.
It:\IJ)Itl- k 'Ills
Tower Street. Coventry.
(FRIENDS, Dingwalls,
MAtIN 1 CARTA. Mar- Camden Lock. London
quee Club. London.
NW I.
STRUTTERS. Hope & GUN IttINNY.R.S, Brecklnchor, 207 Upper Street. nock. 227 Camden Road.
London Nl.
London NWI.

MOUNTAIN LINE, Barn.
et & Whetstone, Black
Hull, High Road, London

BYZANTIUM. Castle Flotel, Carma rthen.NEW YORK CITY:-

California Ballroom.

N20.

BRENDA WOOTTON /
BOB BARTLETT, Prince
of Wales, Calling Road,

Dunstable.

lIlLIAN DE:WIIIIRST.

Rugby Club, Ashton

London W6.

under Lyme.
511,5101V TIGER. Bubbles. Carlisle.
1,111,
Upstairs at Ronnie's. 47 Frith Street,
London WI.
51AG5A ('ARTA, King's
Cross Theatre. London.

GEORGE MELLY /
F F; ETW ARMF: KS /
PASADENA ROOF OK.

/ NEVII.LE
1)1('KIE, Lyceum, The

'1'x1 E;STRA

Strand, London WC2.

SWEET SENSATION.

Country Club, Stock port.
NEW YORK ('ITV.
Tracey's, Gloucester.

12, 1975

NEW 5011K CITY,
Club, London.

Q

mow AY
APR11. 14th

GENESIS, Empire. Wem
bley.
ROILY GALLAGHER.
Colston Hall, Bristol.
KAI WINDING./ MONTY
:\I.EXANDF: R, Ronnie
Scott's, 47 Frith Street.
London.
GON(I I.I/LORAL VII.
IAGE, TRACKING MM.
1'A Nl', De Montfort Hall,
Leicester.
MANITAS DF. PLATA.
Guild Hall, Preston.
STEVE HAI(L.EY ANTI

COCK

INF.

I

REBEL,

Odeon. Hammersmith.
THE MC('AI.MA NS,
Centre Hotel, Bristol.
I' II'EII LACE.. Fairfield
Hall, Croydon.

IIEMIS ROt1SSOS, City
Hall, Sheffield.

BETTY

IS

SI AHE:, Winter Gardens,

RIGHT, Royal

April 18).
GRAND FUNK R\IL
ROID, Empire Pool,
Wembley (Aprill8).
RAY CHARLES, Royal
Festival Hall, London
April 19).
RORY GALLAGFIF.R.
Bournemouth

Ballroom, Tottenham
(t1).

BRIAN DE:W'HURST.

Rugby Club, Keddleston,
Derby.
FRI, Gullivers, Down
Street, London WI.
MAd ESTICS, Batley's,

Roundhouse,

Hull

(April 19).
DR FEE

FUMBLE /

GENESIS. Gaumonl,

Southampton ( A pr1116 ).
YES. City Hall. Newcastle (Apra le).
DETROIT SPINNERS /
BEN E KING / SISTER

SLEDGE / JIMMY

CASTOR RIINCEL Odeon.

Hammersmith (April 17).
F It1111PI', Barbarella's,
Birmingham(Apru 18).

(1050. Guild Hall,
Preston I April 18).

1

Dagenham

L000D'r
AMERICAN

(TIPSY. Roundhouse,

Chalk Farm. London

1April20).

RICHARD k

NW I

LINDA

TIHOMPSON, Town Hall,

Oxford (Apri122).
KEVIN COYNF. / KURSA.AL FLYERS, Unisersity of Strathéylde (April
24)

THREE DEGREES.

Odeon. Hammersmith
April 25).
1

Don't miss next

week's RM

FRIDAY

AI'KILI lth

JUDAS PRIEST. Penthouse, Scarborough.

STEVE 'HAlt1.EY A51)
COCKNEY KERFI.. Burs
saal, Southend.
('t)SMI(' LOVE.. Youth
Club, D1ss
.51 ANITAS
DE PLATA.

ROLLERS

- the truth about

R

Winter Gardens.

4

liou rnemou th.
It111SETTES, National
Stadium. Dublin.
JON NTH IN KELLY,
Newcastle Polytechnic.

J
4.
Ak.

Architectural Assoc'.

UP! DOWN!

anon, London.
RIFT+'O, Hope & Anchor.
207 Upper Street, London

Nl.

1)EMIS ItOl 1040S, City
Hall. Newcastle
ItI.A('KFOOT SIZE,
Country Bumpkin, Andover.
THE TREMELOES, Amega Club, Strood, Kent.
1111. Upstairs at Ron-.
miles, 47 Frith Street,
London W 1.
FAST 161)IIY, Duke of
York. Yeovil.
(1050 / GLOBAL VILLAGE TRUCKING COM
1'ANV,-Swindon College.
Wilts.

-

KI!RSAAI. FLIERS.
Dingwalls, Camden Lock,
London WI.
NEW YORK CITY; Top
Hat. Spennymotr.

-

;

-tire..

-r1

ONE! TWO!
II you're serious about keeping fit, it doesn't
matter where you are as long as you get in your
daily exercise And the beach is as good a
place as any
Even your monthly period won't stop you
you use Tampax tampons. the internal sanitary

if

protection that doesn't restrict movement
You're free to bend and twist and stretch your
body Comfortably. Because you'll never feel the
tampon once it s in place
So head for the sand and get into that
rhythmic up i down one two I And protect
yourself with Tampax tampons
Available in two absorbencies. Regular and
-Super In standard packets of 10 or the moneysaving Economy 40's.
i

i

The internal protection more women

trust

TAM PAX
MADE. ONLY

BY TAMPAII_

those early hits

iµ

IS O I'
1' It E.
K
SE RI' ATION SOCIETY,
IS

tlMl*.vJNL; )WIPSNIAE
c
SYje)

1
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i

MAGNA ('ARTA, King's
Cross Theatre, London.
AVON CITIES. The
Granary. Bristol.
SNAFU. Golden Diamond, Sutton In Ashfield.

.AI.BE:RTOS, Marquee. 90
Wardour Street, London
WI.

SU11DAY
AI'RII. lath

MAKE HONEY,
Tithe Farmhouse. East
cote Lane. South Harrow.
STEVE HARLEI' AND
BEES

-

COCKNEY REBEL,

Odeon, Hammersmith.
GONG / GLOBAL VILLAGE TRUCKING COM-

PANY, Colston Hall,
Bristol.
.1.ONATHAN KELLY,
New London Theatre,
Drury Lane, London
WC2.
M

INITAS DE 'PLATA.

New V ictoria, Hanley.

(SILL I(ARCLAY, Victoria Palace, London.

PAPER LACE. PlaySWEET SENSATION., house, Nottingham.
Memorial Hall, North- DE;MIS ROt1S,SOS, Cuild
wich.
Hall. Preston.
WILD ANGELS, Town; - JO ANN KELLY, Central
Hall, Reading.
Hotel. Barking Road,
East Ham.
G. T. MOORE k THE

SAT'

I

AMY

AI'K11. 12th
STEVE IIARLEI

COCKNEY

AND

REBEL.

Odeon, Hammersmith.
STRANGE DAIS, New

Inn. Alsop. Nr Buxton.
GONG / GLOBAL VILLAGE TRUCKING COM-

PANY, Sports Centre,
Bracknell.
JUDAS PRIEST, Links
Pavilion. Cromer.
IlF MIS KOUSSO,S. Belle
Vue, Manchester.
THIS TREMELOES, Red

Lion. Sunningdale,
Berks.
ALRERTOS. Clarence's
Club. Halifax,
GOOD ROCKING TONIGHT. Winter Gardens,
Eastbourne.

off their act.

SWEET SENSATION: showing

REGGAE GUITARS,

Torrington, 4 Lodge Lane,
London N12.
DAVE; TURNER. The

Centre,

12

Adelaide

Street, London
WITCHES BREW. New
lands Tavern, 40 Stuart
Road, London SE15.
-

ARGENT/ ALBERTOS/

CIRCUS ATTRACTIONS,

Roundhouse, Chalk
Farm, London NWL.
I, .A.1 ESTICS. Bailey s.

Hull

SNAFU. Winning Post.
Twickenham.
GLITTER BAND, Leas
Cliff Hall. Folkestone.
IIE:TTY WRIGHT. GWy's
Club, London.

FRANKIE LAI NE.

Broadway. Manchester
tone weekL.

..

MICHIGAN ELVERS,

Flshmongeis Arms, Wood
Green.
STAN A It NOI.D. Railway

ALICE COOPER
nightmare
in Detroit

-a

Folk Club, Fratton,
Portsmouth.

ISATTI MA MZELI. Ding -

walls, Camden Lock,
London N W 1.

MAGNA CARTA. Farnham Technical College.

CANDLEWICK GREEN,
Fagins Club, Manchester.

MA.IESTICS, Bailey's,
Hull.
SW EMIT SENSATIONS.
Chicken Inn, Oxford.
(:LITTER BAND, City
Hall Sheffield.

M
APRIL

15th

.111DA5

PRIEST, Barba -

Birmingham

GENESIS, Empire Pool.
Wembley.

(1050 / GLOBAL VII,
IAGE: TRUCKING COM
PANI', Victoria Hall,
Hanley.

\IANITAS DE PLATA,
Fairfield Hall, Croydon.
PIPER IACE. Pavilion,

Hemel Hempstead
Itl \CKFOOT SUE. HMS

Collingwood. Nr Port-

smouth.
MOSS A. Upstairs at
Ronnie's. 47 Frith Street,
London W1

ELLI'S EYE,
Greyhound, Fulham.
K

ALBERTOS. Newlands.
Stuart 'Road, London

PILOT PROFILE

-a new series

ANOTHER RM FIRST

Wigan Casino's

* TOP TWENTY *
next week -every week!
FILL IN THIS COUPON AND HAND IT
TO YOUR NEWSAGENT

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
COPY OF RECORD MIRROR
EACH WEEK

NAME
ADDRESS

40

5E15.

KORV GALLAGIIER.
Civic Hail, GuildfordVKS. _qtly 'Tall. Newt
_ rile e.

Lae r*

"11111i1)~ 4141

Mill
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LYNYRD SKYNYRD:
Nuthln' Fancy (MCA

mti

T,

':?. (

MCF 2700).

r,

After their storming UK
on the recent

success

look well set up

in the
country. Their sound is
unmistakably a Corn
bination tit Ronnie Van
Zant'vocals avid the three
guitar line-up out back.
The music Is basically
funky/bluesy rock, at
times reminiscent of a not
- so
moody Free. There's
at least one track, On The

which can

remembered

Fr

+

V

be

from the

tour, otherwise

'i

-j,,,'

,

cw..,,
.

rt

Free Bird. It's

really stands out

there's no
consistently Lynyrd Sky

anything very marvellous
until he finds someone to

nyrd alright, just not
Consistently fine as
previous albums.

operand harness his
abillUes for him
he's
obvloualy Incapable of
doing It for himself.
RF-C.

-

M. T.

I

mastermind his
ations

-

KEVIN .AVERS: Sweet
Deceiver (Island ILPS
9321).

BARRY MANILOW

I'm getting mighty fed
up with Kevin Ayers.

(Arista Arty 100).

After Bana namou r,

This is one of those
albums that has a little of
everything, with the
intention of having its
maker come across as a
jack - of all - trades. It
falls to achieve that, but

which was at least half good, and the mildly
ambitious Confessions Of
Doctor Dream, I'd hoped
for another positive step
in the

right direction, but

does show Barry to have
the versatility of your

with' this he moves at least

three squares backwards. The cover picture

has

him looking like

average competent cabaret turn. He's at his best
on the slower numbers;

a

sexual don't know and the
record has him sounding
like a musical one.
There's no sense of
purpose or direction in it

at

all.

It's

Just

the more he heads up
tempo, the less personality he shows. In all, it's
a pleasant enough album,
but the hit single Mandy
stands out as being way,
way superior to any of the
-

a

of idle mu.
sings and tunes half
realised. The infuriating
thing is that the man's got
the talent to do so much
better and he can
command the services of
succession

other tracks. Lastly, the
sleeve design is atrocious. -11F-C.

RANDY PIE: Highway

players around to

the best

Driver (Polydor 2971
555).
If Kraut rock is going

help him. Why on earth

insist on wasting

does he

everyone's time, in-

cluding. his own, on stuff
like this that, at best, just
passes time for the
listener not unpleasantly.

PETER FRAMPTON:
Irampton (A & M AMLH

r

64512).

Peter Frampton, Like
Kevin Ayers, is a man of
talent who never seems to
achieve all one might
expect of him. Here he

has

written all the

material and the trouble
Is that he's no songwriter.
HIn Unes are woolly worded, he's no great
turesmith and all the
songs sound much too
alike. He has a good voice
and he's a good

guitarist,

but this album fails to
showcase either his
singing or playing to best ,
advantage. Personally, I
think he's been on quite
the wrong track for a long.
while and won't achieve

-

anywhere then this lot
must be considered a
pointer. For once here's a
band who 'might escape
the influence of acid and
take more notice of on -tap
R&B influences at the US
bases. It's still a bit
spaced out 'with guitar
and keys but there's a

crisp rhythmic drive to It
and the lyrics are really
quite inspired. If they
could stop spacing their
riffs
seven 'cuts Is not
enough
and tigten up,
the next set might make
people sit up and take

--

notice.

P. H.

GEORGE CARLIN: To
ledo Window Box (LItue
David Records K59852).
Don't let your mom and
dad know you borrowed
this record. D. EL

-

ALLEN TOUSSAINI:

and you see the range this
man has. The melodies

doesn't make any major
headway, and I find the

arrangements, especially
on the brass sections, defy
comparison. It is a pity
he's a little underrated
over here because Monsieur Toussaint Is one of
the masters of the
business and I bet he
knows what ya ya's really
are.
D. H.

suspect

great and the

are

-

FRANKIE VALLI: Close
Up (Private Stock PVLP
1001).

Nothing against the
Rollers but you should

have heard this guy sing
Bye Bye Baby or even the
classic Let's Hang On.
Unfortunately this album
isn't by the fabulous Four
Seasons but Frankie.
Being as astute as he is,
he has changed 'with his
market. Four of the
tracks are produced by
mentor Bob Crewe 'and
they are probably the
strongest, but It's really
all down to those broken
lines In the middle of the
road. My Eyes Adored
You, which Is included,
may prove to be a freak
hit unless he comes up

ARGENT: Circus (Epic
EPC 80691).
With the recent departure of Russ Ballard and
the addition of two new
members John Grimaldi
and John Verity, It seems
Argent have changed
direction rather drastinow approaching
catly

-

the Yes, Genesis type of

approach. Rod Argent
appears to be delving
deeply into the mysterious world of Moogs

and Mellotrons but

fitAMTON

treat it _with

e

tfel 'Way,

To

the hazy
GS Ddwn

all fuzz and no
feeling. Basically, It's a
concept album with titles
like the Ring, Hlghwire
-and Trapeze all creating
certain musical imagery

without

really

saying

anything. There are some
pleasing moments like
Clown and Shine On
Sunshine, both containing
immaculate vocal harmonies and melody lines, but
the rest seems overlong
and somewhat complex.
Footnote to producers
Rod Argent and Chris
White
indiscriminate
studio phasing does not a
progressive album make.
EP.

America album al-

ready? Perhaps it has
something to do with their
almost non-existent visits
to this country. Certainly

their lack of record

success has. Of course,

there's nothing objectionable about their music,
it's a fine example of soft
harmony, acoustic rock

AMERICA: Hearts

(Warne'r Bros. K58115).
Does time really pass

Together Brothers!

think ,that's ranting

What do you say?- Well
how about this for a bit of
sacrilege? Unless this exroadle comes up with
something just that little

bit different he's

delirium, don't take my
word for it, find out for
yourself. She also plays
plano and has written
most of the songs on this
album. They are very

in

danger of

blowing it

for Barry

(It follows

But Horse With No Name
Isn't going to sell them
albums In the UK In 1977.

delicate creations with
light, haunting melodies
and simple, direct lyrics
that are neither pretentious nor trite. The
production and arrange.

NAZARETH: Hair Of The
Dog (Mooncrest Crest

another masterfully the same single) there's
gonna come a time when
it ain't a groove. Dig?

earn him some kind of
award. The whole effect !).
is as soothing as a good
message and equally

Nazareth seem to have
disappeared as a chart
force of late. Whether

said, rush out and buy It,
and with the walls done
you can start papering

tracks:

and the band have
benefited greatly from
their stay in the States.

-

-

notes of Baez or Collins to
the dramatic edge of
Strelaand and the sultriness of Peggy Lee. If you

Another Way To Say I
Love You (20th Century
BT 486).

completely. Heavy. But
then, oh God, we've had
how many albums now,
and they all sound exactly
the same? Everyone has
their saturation point and
though this Isn't the one

27).

ments by Del Newman
are that good they should

enjoyable.

Alright, alright, enough

Favourite

The Gifts You
Gave Me, Sweet, Dreams
and Loving Arma, in that
order.
RF-C.

-

c.a

r

410-,
rAr
Pr

!w,
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Listen to the one man country version of
Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder.
Ronnie Milsap has been called,'The
country' and 'the Stevie
Minder of Nashville"
Ray Charles of

For despite being blind since birth,
Ronnie has composed some of the most
beautiful country standards of all time.

Nightblyds set. Been

PÉrER

bit

can attain just anything
from the ultra -pure top

BARRY WHITE: Just

-

Produced Labelle's

Witness the brilliant
Mellotron echo on Southerp Nights with Its
Oriental feel, and con

radio, Nylon commercials
and antique telephone
shops, has put his seal of
approval on this by
writing the sleeve notes,
and one can only admire
his taste. This is the finest
album by an unknown
artist that I've heard in
many a, month. The lady
Is gifted wills a voice that

-

The New Orleans sound.

answer la finely original
music as he delicately
tightropes between disco
rhythms and rock.

Harry (RCA SF 84071
Alan Freeman, star of

But the lush
arrangement will assure
him of a late night, laid
back audience, supper
clubs, Las Vegas, silent
majorities
that sort of
(h in g. But oh what
happened to the falsetto?
Some of us big girls do
cry. D. H.

This is the guy that's
really BIG with everyone
like Paul McCartney and
that gang. The .Meters.

around for yanks. On is
own he's a sensation. Of
course, he wrote them all,
produced the lot and the

CATHERINE HOWE:

outing.

K544121)

I

-

a

-

with a lot stronger
material than on this

Southern Nights (Reprise

.

guitar playing

that fast or is this another

he' terrific.

think

knows? Certainly they're
at a disadvantage not
having toured the UK for
over a year. The format
on this album la the usual
grinding rock, the second
side less harsh in its
approach than the first,
especially Please Don't
Judas Me which Is the
best track on the album.
For those that like this

-

LYNYRD SKYNYRD: nothing stands out

nothing

the ceiling. By the way I

D. H.

sort of coarse blatancy
the album la just the
thing.
M. T.

_

iini

s_

this, their sixth album,
will make up for their
lack of single success who

,

.>

Earring tour. Skynyrd

Hunt,

I1,n

Other Ronnie Milsap albums
available: "Pure love" and 'Where my

heart is"

Hear Ronnie M lsap in concert

with Glenn Campbell.

April 12th Odeon, Birmingham.
April 13th London 'Palladium.
April 18th City Hall, Newcastle.
April 19th Usher Hall, Edinburgh.
:

:

:f

n

Among them: "The girl that waits on
tables" "Pure love' and "Please don't tell
me how the story ends"

ARGENT

:

April 20th Kelvin Hall, Glasgow.
April 26th : New Theat,re1Southport
:

-

In short, he's a living legend.

r2

:

You'll hear what we mean on,his
latest album, "A legend in my time"

Rcn

Records and Tapes

-
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the confidence
trick
WOULDNy You LIKE TO
ON TOP OF T71/E PORS
?

you

Face, Record & Pop
swop Mirror, Spotlight
House, I Benwell Road,
London, M.

public choose the group
they wish to sing for us by
sending votes to the BBC.

ío'',

Then let the group

bunch of fine musicians.

themselves choose the six
songs which would suit
them. Then let the pubUc
vote for whatever song
they want. Also how
about shooting all three
decrepit judges.
Barry Tomlinson. Streatham.
agree with -you in
I
,hanging the system. Did
you read Ray Fuxs bit?
Anyway I agree with you
whole hearledly about
shooting the judges!

Pervert

blues
Lou
Fax,

I

doomed to an early
grave. But after two
hours and several paper
cups of water (??1 Steve

and the boys were still
going strong. I may be In
a minority who like the
music and would rather

listen than

be

crushed at

the front. but I am sure
the Harley Hounds would
love the sounds if they
weren't se latent on

grabbing at him. ain't
saying
don't -like the
boys, the drummer Is

GOT THE CONFIDENCE
70 TRY. IN FACT I DON'T REALLY
LIKE TO 6000T AT ALL ,You SEE

IT.' MY SKIN, SO

DULL-

1

1

quick nurse. the
screens. Anyway keep up
the good work lads. Ta Ta
Face.
Angie, Swansea.
What u lovely letter. Icy
the way Angie I did go
Ihuck o le

/WO

LIFELESS.

You SHOULD TRY ANNE
FRENCH DEEP CLEiVJS/NG
14/LK LET HE SHOW YOU.

Osmaniac
I

Osmond and Donny pies I
have collected over the
years The last lime I
counted up had 3,774.
am a member of the
Osmonds Choir and have
also met Donny and think
he's swell. Oh, I have two
Donny mugs as well.
Miss A. Parnell. TrowI

1

bridge.

Pitiful creature, yea have
any

LooK AT THAT ORDINARY
OAP AND WATER JUST

ARENT ENOU' H,

AFEN\

Now, How ABOUT
dJRI7rNQ OFF FOR
7HaSE

i

complete sympathy.

Blind?

AND STALE r'1RKE UP
LEAVES YOUR SKIN FRESH
AND DEEP CLEANSED.

F!

DAYS LA7E11

TICKETS

,

)

SEN117HEY'VE

I

us ScwE

777CKETS

-:]-

ISN'T IT EXCIT/NC
7o THINK THAT

I DIDN'T EVEN
HAVE THE
cavF,DENCE TL

ANNE 'FRENCH
DEEP CLEANSING MILK

Fora lovely complexion

Dear Face,
'Please, Is It true that
Erie Faulkner of the
Rollers wears Contact
lenses? I cried for three
days when I heard he was
blind. Please print my
letter then some other
fans may know the truth.
Jules. London.
tnd you know what
!makes you go blind. don't
you

-

year - old
Genesis fan. Liverpool.
No nerd to beg me, of
room.,. I agree with you,

Bernie!, f6

Poof
Dear Face,
I'm glad you

have

decided to print
yourself. It was

a

real

change to look at your

mug last week
Instead of the usual grotty
photo. While I'm In a
complimentary mood
say that no sane
may
Roller fans can knock
your taste in music. If
they do you can safely
assume that they are
snotty little girls still in
frilly knickers.
Pink
A Bad Company.
Floyd and Sparks fan,

ugly

I

Well at least one person
likes the new plc. In rase
You lire interested the
photo wits taken by Itod

l,ynton of ttlitntic

laughs supplied by

ylcirtin Thorpe - and
there area lot more where
that one cane from.

Genius
Dear Face.
This letter is to Teddy
from Befnal Green. I
don't mind him putting
Slade or Mud down but
the stupid insolent creep
of a bloke put down
Genesis. Is he mad or
something? Genesis are
the best rock group in the
world. Come on Face
agree with me. Genesis
are Just what musicians
should be. and that's
coming from a girl.

.

Rolled
)ear Face.
I have just read in the
newspaper about the HCR
and was dikgusted. It
turns out that session
musicians played on all
the records they made
except Bye Bye Baby. It
says in the article that
"al we can say Is sorry".
God, they can bloody weU
afford to say sorry now
can't they as they've
conned a few hundred
thousand quid out of
stupid kids. They ought to
be bloody locked up.
M. Fox, Torquay.
I've always said that they
should be locked up.
I

Jr
STEVE HARLEY:

still going strong

lighting effects
Alan Edwards and

Hansards.

by

Genesis

a

different picture of

Scotland.

Dear Face,
I
thought would write
and tell you how many

ANNE FRENCH REMOVES
EVERY TRACE OF CR/tIE

.

Aaythle
wilt to write &boo`

argue about or toot.
pills about- herds the
place to send It to, Mall
your comments la The

,Dear Face.
Last Friday
went to
see Steve Harley &
Cockney Rebel atCardiff.
After all the reviews, the
new Rebel seemed

I HAVEN'T

here' ant divo.

1975

The Face.

Rebel

C¡O

ANgELA
.---

OK,

12,

are

inded

a

Dear Face,
How dare you
link
rude thoughts about the
adorable Lynsey de
Paul? Everybody knows
she Is above such things.
was so shocked that it
has taken me a whole
week to cairn down
enough to voice my
opinions. Only complete
idiots would bother to
read your page and
nobody in his / her right
mind would sink as law as
to write to you. I am 37.
Disgusted John Mulling/a,
Baiham.
How come you sank so low
then': And what are you
till king ti bout "she's
above that sort of thing"
Of course she's not. I'm
sure she has natural
feminine urges just as
other women do. So
mho ddup.

t

I

Euro -bore
Dear Face,
I am not suprised that
the Shadows did not win
the Eurovision Song
Contest.

They were not

right kind of band for
the competition. The
system is so old fashioned
too. Nowadays it should
be more of a young
people's event Let the
the

Dear
You never seem to print
anything at all on that

brilliant songwriter

singer Lou Reed. This Is a
great shame because In
my

opinion Lou Is as
superb and as talented as
the Beatles ever were and
that Is a real compliment.
Mark Weller, Brighton.
Oh yes ale do. two of the

biggest Lou freaks

round work on this
paper; Ray Fox (him
icing and myself. You
obviously did not read
Ray's album review or
u

concert review of the

man. So look before you
open your big mouth.

Boo-hoo

Dear Face,
This letter is to all
Roller fans who' should
stop and think. I myself
have met them and they
are nothing fantastic
They are just five lads
who made the lucky
break They don't care
much about their fails. I
should know, the Long
muir brothers used to go
to my school.

Miss

S, Grant,
Edinburgh.
tt ell ever since the recent
scandal over the Callers
everybody is pulling them
to bits. I like it like it.
1
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COLLECT- XI'G1_Esee
Then send tie V. for
bargain ILsta.
"Abao
lute IteesQ," (Dept 41.
High Horne. Mary All

,iE.l. Title new horror and
party disco unlit only 176
tomplere. Al D. D. E.. II
The Hair, Tottenham
tendon. let?. 01(011 6216.
Also range of professknal
disco equlpnrnl
ELVIS SI'M1AL mien
wine still available, 26p
horn 12 Romney Close,
Brighton. Stases
('I1451 : T TOUR valuable record collection.
Sever Inch white care)hoard covers 11.65 per 50.
13.40 per 100. Inc postage
ele. Mall order only,
C. W, O,
Southern

-

Sarnia. King's Lynn.
Norton .
ITIA RTRaftIT;RY! 1961
SAE.

74.
et
I

ii!

FREE

D%TF_st
demerip

7!i"Post brief
lions of yourselves +
stamp to: Interdate IR71.
I6 Woden Road Fast.
Wedneshury, W. Midlands.

PIIOTODATES.
from

choose

YOU

hundreds

S.A.E. for free details.
CBI IRM 1.
Manor

-Road. Romford, iEssex.
411(1

SItLh

41111'.

77,

Internationalist, seeks
sincere girl friend, 20-30,

further details

-

request.
230Ft.

on

Box Number

PIIOTOGP.NIC GIRLS
wanted for glamour

WHO enjoys listen Mg to beasy rock. would
like to meet girl. 1623 for

Fell Clubs

living in West Midlands

4T RIFT; I NFOR MATION

girls and- friendship,
area- Sincere-

Robert

Starburk. 103 Gibbons
Hill Road. Dudley. West

Midlands. DY3IQA.
Mee GE'S'. 20. seeks shy
girl 16+ for friendship
ndship
and love. Must be
sincere.
Roo Number

-

zit R.
EXCITING! DIFFER-

ENT: The bent services
for Dating . Pen(rfmds err
Hermance Q Marriage
Thousands of members
all ages. England and
abroad. For free details
send S. A. E. to

W.P.R..

74

mornings.

-

Rays
Publications. 491 High
Road, Ilford.
LES GRt1. Happy
birthday. Wednesday,
.April 9th. from all MILD

fans everywhere.
V1:W F;XCITI NG friends,
all ages, all Interests.

seasonal work, home
abroad. S.A. E. Messenger. 491 High Road,
Ilford. Essex.
le x TED (:I RI., 16.17 for
lonely boy 17, Liverpool
%

- Box No.NIIIS,it2R_Mar

.tree.

IIOIAIER

ARE YOU ADVES1SJR

01112

11

on. you can make

-

Meiling new friends.
Write S,I M. Computer

Dating IRRM

troductions opposite

-

-

AK: A DATE WITH
TIIe: STARS. Jain Astro
M

Cpmputer Dating, because only we combine
computer technology with

astrological

regularly spending weekends, holidays here.
wishes to contact similar
for friendship. Must like

01-267 3519.

252R_

- Box Number

Make rims, friends!
F..r R..,..r.nn:.e.-a,.l
.naln.wnlanM:nny.-.

sex_

Sincereand confidential.
nationwide service. Free
details
5611 Queens
Road. Buckhurst Bill.

patibility.

disco etc.

109

5hNA MARIE. In-

SA

blethorpe. Girl (161

31.

Queen's Road. Reading.

Essex

com-

-

for questionnaire and details. phone
.1

%N e;

warrior genuine

friends. introductions op-

posite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness.. DeStamp to
tails freeJane Scott. 3 BM North
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Mary, Mary quite a party!
THE MORE wr write on
explanation for these
scenes, the lets room we
have to show you the
pictures. So quickly all

this happened al a
fa '''4411 Parts for Wings
WW1 area leaving Amer.

So it you can work out
the appropriate caption

for the appropriate
picture, here we go: first
of all we have the hosts.

i

7

return home 5,
England.
The party was held on
board the Queen Mary at
Long Beach California
and went on from eight in
the evening to the early
hours of the morning.
Highlight of party, apart
from an appearance by
The Meters. was a conga
line led by Bob Dylan.
lea to

CAPTIONS

f

r

T

Ito'

.

Years Ago. April 1l,

5

1

1

2

II

3

3

4

2

5

4

7

6

8

5

9

8

19T0

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER,
Simon and Garfnnket
ALL KINDS OF EVERYTHING, flans
CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE, Andy
Williams
KNOCK KNOCK WHO'S THERE Mary

Rapti

W'ANDRIN'STAR, Lee Ma role
IN THE. SKY, Norman
Greenbaum
THAT SAME OLD FEELING, Pick.
ettyw het
YOUNG GIFTED AND RLACK, Rob and
Marcia
SOMETHING'S BURNING, Kenny Ito
gees at, The First Edition
GIMME DAT DING, The Plpkia

815 SPIRIT

`t

e
10 21

Paul and Linda
McCartney chatting to a

10 Years

shorn version of George
Harrison. Yes it is him.
Then Carole King, with

Stewart's prewith Joni Mitchell:
Rod

decessor Lou Adler; Cher

Michael Jackson with

Nigel 011son and fiancee;
and Dean Martin with
wife.
Then there's Kenny
Jones with child star

2

1

3

5

4

s

5
6
7

"

Tatum O'Neal: Tony
Curtis persuading his

wife; and Dylan chatting
up Cher in full view of his
wife Sarah.

"Also there
ence,

7

Ii
3

8

8

9
10

I2

15

FAREWELL
In attendbut not pictured,
were: David Cassidy;
Chicago; Mickey Dolenz
and Davey Jones; Dr.
John: Phil Everly; Jose
Pelicano; Marvin Gaye;

2

1

9

ll

A

t

Faithful

SILHOUETTES, Herman's Hermit,
I CAN'T EXPLAIN, The Who

Years Ago. April 9, IMO

I

I

2

5
2

5

Ago. April 10.

2
CONCRETE A N D CIA Y, Unit
THE LAST TI ME, The Rolling Strews
FOR YOUR LOVE, The Ysrdblyds
THE MINUTE YOU'RE GONE. !lift
Richard
CATCH THE WIND, Donovan
HERE COMES THE. NIGHT, Them
IT'S NOT UNUSUAL, Tom Jones
COMP: AND STAY WITH ME, Madams.

MY OLD MAN'S A DUSTMAN, Lonnie
Dane gun

STUCK ON YOU, Elvis Predey
FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU

/ WILLIE

THE HAND JIVE Cliff Richard
HANDY MA N. Jimmy Jones,
7 DO YOU MIND? Anthony Newley
e A PINGS AIN'T WHAT THEY lISED TO
RE, Max Bygraves
6 THEME FROM A SUMMER PLACE,
T
Percy Faith
A
t RUNNING REA it, Johnny Preston
9
9 BEATNIK FLY, Joh hay sod The
.AND

qi

4
5

lt

the rest of The Faces;
John Mayan; pause for

breath. Harry Nilsson;
Ryan O'Neal: Helen
Reddy; Linda Ronstadt
and Lee Dorsey.
And they all came Just

3

Ilurrioka.a

10 20

SWEET NOTHIN'S. Brenda Lee

to say Goodbye. We hope
they made It In the end.

WIN THE FABULOUS

"MAD AXEMAN
GUITAR KIT"

WELL REALLY, after
his outrageous televised

comment about "in nation hit, the crutch"
Elton John got one in the
eye from the American
Optical Society who
gave him an "eyes
Right" award for his

simply weeper specs
honestly, he's
always hogging it ..
Now,

maybe George

Harrison and John

Lennon do find It hard to
get a gig these days, but
they've got a lot of
mileage left as star
Jammers . . April 15
should see them on stage
.
for AWB's LA gig
And MORE hot flashes
.
from the States
How do you feel about
Jeff Beck and Bernard
Pordie doing It together,
reggae and all? Those
very two are' indeed
catkin' a little sornethin'
for us
And the
latest word from Detroit
Alice Cooper
Qty is
didn't even bother to
make his own Pram
party, while over on the
West Cast everybody
turned up for Paul's
little soiree . . . tut, tut,
and Linda can dodge
her dope bust at a

..
..

All you have to do is collect this coupon, next week's
coupon (April 19) and enter the competition in the Aprd
26 issue.
All throe coupons must accompany each entry
Oueston 1 Who does (Tavel Bower's ex-guitanst play
with now?

WIN
with adiustable pick-up
Guka,/Amplifier Lead.
GPI Elecmc Guita,

Woven Guitar Strap No. 600.
Guitar Pick.
Guitar Tunor Book "Play in any key."
Plus 1 x 8 wart Dynamite Amplifier with
Batteries..

...

rehabilitation lecture
course m the evils of
drugs? Why not
meanwhile Gary Glitter

..

hasn't seen Dee

Bar.
sines they

r ington
stepped out fine and
Doody at the Labelle gig
In London . . . wonder
who's hissing her now?

THE HUMAN RIFF
PLUGS IN
KEITH RICHARD
INTERVIEW
STAR BREAKERS
EXCLUSIVE
pltEpaYeErtaAaVEe

COCHISE Pau Hu mphry ABC
CALL ME ROUND PILOT EMI
PAPA OOH MOW MOW Sharonettes Black Magic
WE'LL FIND OUR DAY Stephanie De Sykes Bradley's
BOK TO BACH Fathers Angels Black Magic
YOUR SONG OF LOVE Freddie Breck BUM
TAKE YOUR MAMA FOR A RIDE Lulu Chelsea
SOMEWAY SOMEHOW I'M KEEPING YOU Tymes
YOU BABY John Holt Trojan
STOP ON BY Rufus ABC
1

But surely Britt's theme
LP for the week comes
from little Feat (feet)
and for David Frost
(where did he come in)
Hello Good Evening And
Welcome appears to be
the wrong line to start a
courtship. . . Gosh and

what about Tatum

O'Neal's smokin' and

drinkin' activities'

Kriiist, the way she's

going

on

groupie

-

it'll

be

euthanasia next .
finally my darllnks,
finally: WHO is handling David Bowie now?
According to the office
who's been

stirring op again at the

very cramped Trarnmps
she wouldn't mind

-

in the nicest
possible wayI
But really . we hear
.

.

that he's now sorted out

his management problems though the NEW
DEAL is still top secret,
never mind at his weight
( a reported six stones
these days) he'll probably be hangin' loose

forever

which

brings us to Al Green
who can't stop giggling
perhaps because his

-

first visit to Britain is
now definitely ON for

...
...

later this year
Oh
and tal king about Trans.
atlantic hops
Stevie
Wonder may still make
an appearance here this
year despite an an
apparently 'rude' invitation to jolts the Elton
John grand -slam openalr gig . . . And just for
change, well finish on
a

quaint but touching

n ote:

B YE RYE

s x

x

ONLY IN

ocmhdo
...

Plus
Humble Pie,
Gary Glitter, Ringo
and All You Wanted To
Know About Books But
Were Too Hip To Ask.
And of course John Peel's
singles

GET IT TODAY!
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